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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO: FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1912.

VOL. 49
BOY MUROEFtER

ADMITS HIS

DEFENSE OF CLASSICS.

OVERHEARD ON SAN FRfttiCISCO STREET.

PATRICK WILL
CLEAR NAME IF
NOT MURDERED

A
defense
Chicago, III., Nov.
of the classics as a necessary part of
education was made today by Presi
dent Prod X. Scott of the national
council of teachers .of Knglish, in con
veutiiiu here.
"To make modern ears sensitive tithe music of
ages," said
ideut Scott, "will never cease to be
one of the noblest of Ihe teachers'
functions. When we abandon that
hard task for the easy appeal to cur-in superficial interests, we rob the
student of about In- best gift it hi
OIII'S to bestow.
"The phrases 'tire):! rat ion for life'
and rel-i- inn to life' have been so
handed about of late that they have
become stale and unprofitable," continued tl'.e speaker.
"Waling and drinking and running
a typewriter and selling stocks and
bonds and shoveling snow off the
front, walks what are these'.' I: this
the life for which our costly tstem
of (ducat ion is to provide? P so, it
life means simply keeping our .elver

'--

Colorado Springs, Colo., Nov. 29.
"My brother will cl(ar away me last
cloud of suspicion against his nanus"

JV.

k

CHILDREN SAW
DYNAMITERS

n.
declared Samuel Alexander Patrick, a'
rH'5 HBRB COUNTRY'S GoiN
'
'
watchman at the Golden Cycle .Mill
I
1HE
OF
THE
rER
poGS
here, in sneaking of the trials of AlHlQH
r in
bcrt T. Patrick, of Xew York, who lias
-MODE8RT
GNT
THHT
HlQH
"if
Of
ft
from
Sins Sins,
lust been released
LITTLE GIRL OF FOURTEEN IDENTIFIES
HE ine
is- DECLARES
CHNT
MAN NAMED HECKEY
'CU
conspirators who sent him to p.
him
meantime.
the
in
not
do
kill,
ACSOME CF LABOR
LEADERS
STRANGLING ,on
KELP
COULD NOT
Patrick is a man far above the average
BY
CUSED
OF
GOVERNMENT
GOT HIM in intelligence and experience.
YOUTHS-PO- ST
CARDS
his inno"My brother has proved
CY
INTO TROUBLE
cence to the satisfaction of the governor of Xew York," he said, "and his
chief aim in lite now will be to clear
Indianapolis, (nil., Xov. lili. As the
Buffalo. X. Y Nov. 29. .1. Frank
in ihe eyes of the public and
name
bis
witness yet to testify, C'leo
youngest
Mickey today math' a full confession
Heard.
years old, picked out from
of the murder October i i. inn. of establish Ihe guilt of the conspirators
'who had him condemned to the elecP. defendants at the "dynamite
the
old
the
Joseph Josephs,
'
conspiracy-- trial today two men whom
wanna boy, and of Michael Kruck. the tric chair.
life
to
my
back
can
saw shortly before an exsaid
she
she
12,
bring
New York newsboy,. December
"Nothing
plosion at .North Randall Ohio, 011
(father who was killed in 1902 by the.
1902.
.March 2."i. I'.UI. In that explosion an
whose dis shock of my brother's imprisonment.'
l!oth tin1 Josephs boy.
01 e conveyer was blown up by nitromembered body was found in a cess We found Iiim dead one morning
alive, our teachers are extravagantly
with if.Vl.uiiu damage.
the door with the morning paper
pool back of a saloon in Lackawanna.
overpaid. A little chloroform would glycerine
wan
The
little
The
in
witness, garbed in a pink
his
hand.
paper
clutched
ton
a
Kruck
and
the
al
.November 16,
boy
achieve a belter result
morn-linthe high witness chair
climbed
in
the
dress.,
first
his
thought
were strangled to death. Mickey at- always
of the cost."
and looked toward the accused "bomb
and he had fallen dead as he
tributed his crimes to the excessive
of
plotters" told her story. She said with
W ESTER N MAN WANTED
use of liquor. 'When drunk, he said, stooped to pick it up from the floor
her sister she was going along a loneveranda.
the
FOR SECRETARY OF INTERIOR.
he was possessed of an irresistable
ly road toward her home at North
"Nothing can repay us either for
)i nver, Colo., Nov. 29.
The Denver Randall.
mania for killing boys. lie denied
been
has
mother
my
the
suffering
similar
he had committed other
chamber of commerce today adopted
t
"II was just before dark," ' she
In fact, evn resolution introduced by Governor
crimes and said he was repentant for compelled to go through.
we
the
the
tinned.
road
"On
been'
lias
John I". Shafroill which requests nu n who were
his deeds and expected to pay the ery member of the family
carrying a box be- to
President-elec- t
more or less under the cloud of soWoodrow Wilson
penalty.
tween them. The men were corning
the
posiman
for
a
frown."
western
consider
c.iety's
toward Randall from the direction of
,
Young Josephs disappeared the aft- tion of secretary of the interior. The
Patrick issued a statement Ibis af-ernoon of October 12, 1911. His father,
deGovernor Cleveland. One of them had a funny
which lie went into the
names
former
in
icfolution
ternoon
George Josephs, a prominent iuer-- ' tails of the two wills left by Rice. He;
Alva Adams of Pueblo, as "the man face."
"A. funny face'.'" asked District Atchant of Lackawanna, insisted from
intended
he
while
hist fitted by temperament, training
however, that
.Miller. "Do you see him in the
the start that the boy had been kid-- ; said,
torney
vindicaoliice."
and experience for that
to "fight vigorously for his
napped anil a country--.- , itle search tion" he had not decided whether he
President John G. llibhen, of Prince court room?"
was arrested would contest the will
was instituted.
"Yes; that's him," replied Miss
ian prisoners
among the Turkish ton I'tilvcrsiiy, was a guest of honor
probated, which
to
Beard,
induced
at a colony for inebriates at Whiting, It ft the Rice millions to the Rice
luncheon
pointing to George Anderson,
commerce
of
at
the
chamber
tire
being
troops captured
X. J., .November 19. Mis fondness for'
si rve in the Servian army.
today and spoke brielly on the subject of Cleveland, a defendant. "He's the
Institute at Houston, Texas. The
writing postal cards to the police
The weapons captured from the of "Benevolent Trusts," pointing out one that carried the box. And there's
of the charge that the second Rice
proved his undoing, lie mailed cards
Turks are being hurriedly repaired in what lie termed the value of concen- another.1. one," she added, pointing to
wms a forirerv Patrick said, was
Peter
Smith, also of Cleveland.
from Boston and New York and their borne out by the fact that the indictthe great Servian arsenal at Krnguey-eval.- , tration in commercial development.
v. hole
"We had not been home more than
where also ammunition in being
London, Nov. 29. The proposal of Hungary will not wail li th
reproduction in a newspaper led a ments charging forgery and perjury
an hour when the explosion, a mile
be co l- made in large quantities.
GIRL SAVES POSTAL MONEY
friend, of Mickey's to inform the po- against him and David Short and Mor-- , .Sir Edward Grey, the British foreign ciiestion of the Balkans
ithe Ku- FROM ARMED HOLDUP MAN. away, knocked the dishes off the
Cattle and cereals art' being requisilice of his suspicions. The order for ris Meyers, witnesses to the win, secretary, that a conference of the sidered by u conference
after tin cessation ol tioned by the Servian war office and
the arrest followed.
Kou Ilu Lac, Wis., Nov. 2. Armed table."
were dismissed by District Attorney ambassadors of the leading European ropean powers
taken to Xish, which the Reichpost with a knife, a
Laura Beard, IS years old, also iden"in one postal from Boston, the then Whitman after Jerome had failed to powers be called to facilitate diplo-- : hostilities.
stranger giving his
According to Vienna reports she is says will be formed into a Servian name as Robert Kngleman, attempted tified the men.
matic intercourse which has been
unknown writer wrote of the Kruck press thein.
Anderson and Smith, ironworkers,
sympathetically received at the re- mobilizing her army on the Austrian Tchatalja or last line of defense. The to hold up the money order departmurder as follows:
are
accused by the government with
is a hopeful sign frontier for the protection of her ter- garrison of the entrenched camp there ment of the postoflico here today.
TRIAL.
IN
SNEED
capitals,
ARGUMENT
spective
"Wednesday night, Dec, 1!KI2.
Kandall
a way will be found out of the ritory.
Although a warlike feeling is. being rapidly raised to 12n,wio men.
K. Velie, money order having blown up the North
that
Miss
Jennie
.....
.....
"1 enticed Michael Kruck, a news
!.
II
WHS
IL'LlfU
uil tne.
Sofia, Bulgaria, Xov. 2!'. The lines clerk, had just received a largo Slim J"U
Nov. 2!). Argu- differences without a resort to arms. prevails in Vienna and St. Petersburg
f
Texas.
Fort
Worth,
hoy at 86th street and Central Park, ments were, heard
In the meantime the Turkish and the rulers and ministers of Russia and of investment drawn by the Bulgarian of
open slicp basts.
money when Kngleman, bradish-intoday in the trial
continue working to oops are on the beleagued strongare con- Austria-HungarWest, Xew York City, into the park of J. It.
The box which t lie sisters testified
murpeace
ordelegates
the
with
Bulgarian
his
the
knife
window,
Sneed.'charged
through
hold of Adrianople being
opposite the entrance to the arsenal der of Cnntain A. G. P.oyce. Scarcely tinuing their discussions at Bagtche, invert a conflict.
tightened dered her to "Turn over all the they saw in the hands of Smith and
The attackers' trenches have money you've got."
was produced in court and
Audi.
The suggestion has been thrown flnily.
police station. I strangled him and ' i,aH t v cummins, the first sneaker near the Tchatalja line of fortifica- just escaped the officer who found for the prosecution opened in denun-- ! tlorw and these deliberations, with the out in one diplomatic quarter that the now approached within Linn yards of
Miss Velie stepped to a side door tins identilied by other witnesses as
t
him as I came back (few words here elation of Sneed when little Georgia arrival of Osman Na,in.: Pasha, the matter would be quickly settled if the city itself and the foreign consuls ami summoned the postmaster,
found in the wreckage of
having
.sh ambassador to Ocrmany. will Servia were given the Port of San have hoisted !lags over their offices moment
illegible). Three times I have taken Ileal Sneed, a six year old daughter
ar. the explosion.
of
the
chief
later
police
Giovanni de Medua, on the same terms so as to prevent the Bulgarians firtried and of the defendant, burst into ,ears. reach a more serious stage.
life: twelve times have
With the examination of its "ul'Ah
lived and arrested the stranger.
held ing shells in their direction.
will as those by which Montenegro
cannot help it."
witness the government practically
She was led from the court room.' The hope of the Turks that they
Sofia, Xov. 29. The entire division
i
unit 11 be allowed to retain part of Thrace. Antivari until 190-j... .i
DEAD.
'completed its case today although the
BIG CONTRACTOR
Another card from P.oston told of o
t Turkish
U
reserves surrendered lo- C.
Ttww..
nf
.......10;
no
..
forts
w,
IKV.IUUH1U
I
f.nie.lc
that
hilt.
mn
t
iiiinr
tl...
iwillvou.o
1t.t;t
,1..,
UlillU.lUU..ll.
district attorney said he would call
1! iltimore,..:Md.,
M.
Nov.
the; murder of the Josephs boy and vvere
........
lu"? V""'
,
......
.,
...Wlfiv
i.
tiii!eiirli..i
in the
2ry Edgar
ii. j wim .u.
,w
troops neni' the
mc stjuuui oe erecieu aim no .uomeiieKiui
oc i c1.u1n.115u
few- more witnesses to
a
''where the body would be found. The
testify on
Relatives and friends of the n,.v.... &rn, tan riejiui
constructor
known
a
as
the .Noel, widely
s claims, so
unless warships should be stationed there, village of Marhanili, between
that
Bulgarian
whom
minor
instrucboth
of
minute
followed
the
points. The defense then will
Sneed
in
and
families,
dead
found
was
of
police
Port
of
buildings,
and
large
Demotion,
a
Dedeaghatch
no
and
there be good deal of
loreign warships should be
tions on the card and recovered the represent; widespread business and the
according' to an announcement made his home here today. Vranemic pois-- t begin.
allies probably will carry out their admitted to the Port,
'social interests in Texas, were gather-- ;
body in decomposed fragments.
by the official news agency here.
oning was given as the cause of SESSIONS OF AMERICAN
toward Constanof
nor
Neither
threat
Servia
proceeding
FEDERATION AT AN END.
in separate groups in the court
death.
A
has
on
Turks:
an
between
fierce
the
this
Hickey will be formally arraigned ed
opinion
light
expressed
Roches lor, N. Y., Nov. 2!t. Today
room.
Interest was intense in the Unople.
in
murder
on
of
the
and
the
charge
the;
Monday
Bulgarians preceeded
Ismail Kernel Bey, the president 0f l""Posal.
final stage of the long legal struggle
brings to its close, the activities in
reserves. Thei and Arnaitt tribesmen.
of the
the first degree.
Vienna. Nov. 21). The assertion that capitulation
of Al- connection
with the annual convention
out of Sneed's sensational the provisional government
that
29.
Nov.
grew
Vienna,
George.
Turkish force was commanded by;
The body of Michael Kruck, one of (dealings with
raised by his brnia, has telegraphed the Italian Servia is mobilizing against Austria- . Yader Pasha. Two
Ser-- : of the American Federation of Labor,
problems
Peter
of
2Ti2 Turk-- : Hie eldest son of King
Reich-postfc
is
generals,
made today by the
the boys Mickey confessed having wife's
Hungary
reign ministers:
for which delegates came to Rochester
with young Al
elopement
The intrenched positions near Kit officers and N.S7H men surrendered. via, has been brought to Belgrade, suf- three weeks
"The national assembly composed
murdered, was found in an excavation Boyeo.
ago.
a
to
from
typhoid, according
of delegates from all the districts of the town of Semendria on the DanBelgrade, Servia, .Nov. 29. The fering
in Central park the night of DecemThe. closing meeting of the buildelder
the
Leonora
Sneed,
from
daughter,
Servian
the
dispatch
capital.,
of
town
distinction
the
of:
have
without
been
lihe,
Servian
religAlbania,
due
to
troops captured
occupied already by
ber 10, 1902. Death had been
ing trades department this afternoon
listened intently as Mr. Cummins ion, has proclaimed the independence Servian troops of the Danube division. Dibra, in Albania, only after a des-- His condition is serious.
His father, who is a
will decide the final settlement of sevstrangulation.
shouted that a verdict of manslauglitei of Albania and constituted a provis- ,'riie Servian recruitrt belonging to the
2!i.
Slates:
Xov.
The
l'nited
Malta,
pirate encounter witli the Turkish
tailor, and his mother, are still living could not save Sneed. She studied the ional
eral
jurisdictional disputes and ofgovernment."
contingents due to be called upon in troops who had rallied after their ciuiser Tennessee, after coaling here. ficers of tin,'
in this city. Suspicion was directed troubled face of her father, then iin- department will be electto assist in
1ft III and 1!)U
for
sailed
2!t.
Xov.
here
London,
today
been
have
retreat
Smyrna
out
and
had
called
from
been
Diplomats
Monastir
ed for another year.
toward money at me tune ami ue a.e puisVelv threw her arms about his said
e
,
ti
of
lives
and
American
Austria-the.
that
Servia
fears
'Servian
protection
war
by
office
Christtoday
and
jcined by contingents of Malissiario
In spile of the heavy tasks assigned
picked up in Buffalo in a maudlin con-- j netk and ;jKKr him.
property there.
state he
the various committees, the reports
dition. In a
were made today. Several matters
confessed to the murder but when the only APPROPRIATION
SEMI-OFFICIA- L
BILLS THIS SESSION.
of jurisdiction were settled in cases
effects of the liquor wore off he re-- !
where trades unions in this city and
uudiated the confession and was sub- The total vote cast in Xew Mexico' that was duplicating the returns from
From each of the democratic
elsewhere have refused to align them-- :
instead of IS.tiiin, etc.
Washington, D. C Nov. 211. No leg-sequently released owing to lack of
if.lation of importance outside of ap- on November of this year was: For Precinct Xo. 7 of Chaves
The vote polled by congressional selves with central trade bodies.
evidence.
511, from the
county. toral candidates
was as follows:
propriation bills, will be passed at the congressmen, tN,o(;:i; for presidential Therefore, in order to get the totals
candidates
republicans, 20; from tlie progres
short session of congress opening
22,1 :!
Fergusson
is
below
'The
IS.til".
table
for
electors.
the
different
TWO HUNDRED
and
!l.
MIKADO HONORS
sives, 21, and from the socialists,
congressional
Monday, in the opinion of republican
Jaffa . ..
17,000
,
re-l
who
which now is electoral candidates the following de- These deductions reduce the total do Baca .
of
the
the
Leader
house,
Mann,
report
5.SS2
MILLIONS FOR
MISS 30ARDMAN turned today after a trip to the Pan
electoral and congressional vote, as Kggum .
being checked up by the canvassing ductions must be made:
2.G42
OUR SOLDIERS
ama canal witli me nouse approprta-- . board at the capitol. This afternoon
From Fergusson, 51; Jaffa, 24; de noted below, just 111(1, making the1
visited ollp eri.or waa found in this table and Baca, :j, and Kggum, !(.
.Mr. "Mann
Washington. D X'., Xov. 2it Miss lion committee
total
vote
for
I.S,5G:J,
Total .
congressmen,
1s.n1;:
of
the Speaker Clark shortly after his arriv- - '
MabeL Boardman. secretary
Washington, t. C, Nov. 29. ApAmerican Red Cross, today received al and the two leaders agreed that
of nearly $200,000,000 for
O
propriations
0
K
from the White House the insignia the length of the session is not sunt-- ;
K
For Representative
pensions to veterans of American
of the Fifth Order of the Crown, con- cient to allow careful consideration
For
F.lectors.
Presidential
in Congress
wars will he necessary at the short
o"
5
f
ferred upon her by the Japanese Em- for any important measures of a gen-- .
s
of congress that opens Monsession
service
for
distinguished
peror
K
oral character.
03
'
day. The unusual sum, exceeding all
b
2
So far as officials here know tom
x
ft
appropriations of former years, will be
CHARGES DISMISSED.
S
s
day it is the first time an American
1
I'
necessary to make up a deficit of
woman who has been so honored by
1
'L
.nearly $20,000,000 resulting from the
29. Charges
r-O.. Nov.
Cleveland.
Japan.
C5
increases of pensions under the Sher-- ;
GordonJ Name of Precinct.
"The insignia was sent to President against Attorney William
75
o
J
J
1
wood law of last summer and the
t
from
democratic
congressman-elecTaft, president of the American Red:
5
proportionate increase of the general
Cross by Marquis Mtsukati, head of: the twentieth Ohio district, of having
w
c
o
pension budget occasioned by this
the Japanese Red Cross.
appropriated more than his share of:
O
2
a.
2
act. Kstimates secured by members
M iss Boardman, who is a sister of a legal fee, .were dismissed by Judge
T
s
of congress today indicate that the
Jlrs. Crane, wife of the well known William Vichery and C. .1. Kstep here
v.
t.
5
5
senator, has for years devoted her today as "unjust, untrue, and without
2
regular pension bill, probably will
talents and time to the Red Cross foundation." '
carry about 5175,otto,ooo.
This, in
movement.
Possessed
of
self will bo a record breaking total
great
.
Tm2 lol'l "l37(T BJ74
l ll-'808 2,180
VW
823T'.
Bernalillo
i.lM'c
857
l.ti'.l
X7947
1,644
1,193
i,lTf.
170
!s""
169
O NEIL CASE TO JURY.
wealth and high social position, she
as the Sherwood law materially in721' 2,649 1,621
IS!".
778
MS 6
.16 1.380
4X6
698
142
Chaves . .
48fi
1,498
t,:f91
419
419
3.r.6
419
1,891
856
has accomplished a great deal for
creased many pensions.
C44
nH.r
.
.
1.164
.
70
1.178
448
Colfax
r.64
1,788
1.086
1,182
titif
96"
589
77
1,117
75
1,082.
77
1,142
586
29.
Xov.
Coeur
fVAlene.
Miss
Idaho,
Boardman visited
the society.
84.".
444
18ii
634
312
702
684
2.18
726
184
187
635
10:t
2."3
10!)
lull
F.
194
252
194
194
O'Xeil, Curry
Japan some years ago in the interest That the case of Bernard
RECALL OF MAYOR OF
440 1,854
97
1,396895
895
1.004
917
122
241
!H1
8!l''
911
14
!il2
240
14
14
240
of the Red Cross and she is regarded charged with issuing a false report Dona Ana .
LOS ANGELES IS ON.
3.17
731
888
L!l6
580
14H
989
156
93(i
171
149
948
149
871
871
1,001
372
166
166
166
as a worthy leader of this great of the condition of the State Bank of Eddy
13417
277
473
443
557! 1,131 1,498
movement wherever the Red Cross is Commerce at Wallace. Idaho, would Grant
445
416
134
1,130
416
1,142
48;i
184
1,250
419
136
1,141
Los Angeles. Cab. .Nov. 29. A re357
seen.
794
761
754
751
1,211
678
116
656
154
go to the jury late this afternoon was Guadalupe .
87
753
651
612
646
154
152
!l(l
)6
'96 call
movement was launched tcday
indicated when closing arguments by Lincoln .
449
507
024
461
459
423
637
498
58
lull
415
452
465
452
108
108
90
105
107
107
against
Mayor Alexander, as a direct
tite defense were completed at noon.
121
603
184
584
194461
78
81
81
464
Luna ...
464
81
506 - 109 135
195
195
82
82 outcome of
8,i
the municipal affair that
v
315
S9
341
7
517
227
235
213'
247
137
264
264
225
7
TO HEAR THEM ALL
v!
264
7
McKinley .
237; 237 237
began several weeks ago with the
HACKSTAFF DEAD.
391 1,134
Mora
83 1,002
880
113
940
264
1,678
956
1,082 ." 1,035
261
264
962
98!)
44
44
1,022
44
of City Prosecutor Guy Kddie, on
Xew York, Xov. 29. A. G. HackHamilton. Bermuda, Nov. 29.
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5H2
508241
240
240
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112
282
21S
2'H
201
219
242
Otero
220
160
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165 165' 165 the charge of having committed an
staff, for many years secretary of the
V President-elec- t
Wilson has de848
831
577
757.
871
333
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876
851
858
1,156
858 358 285 2S5
1,00- 2- 487 ' 124 289
285 offense against a young woman. The
Quay
Ulinois Central
Railroad company Rio Arriba .
termined not to take the advice
179 1,205
1.014
109
2 1,0114
1.266
994
2,393:
1.518
54
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5
5 head of the recall movement is Fred
1,496
1,014
1,549
1,582
11
.5
and
is
dead
its
vice
latterly
president
of one man only, but of the lead282
.
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599
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110
M7
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599.
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222
599
259
Roosevelt
259
686'
259
249
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249 M. C. Choate. former assistant
249
city
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at
home
of:
here
an.
illness
after
ers of the democratic party gen773
60
83
754
107
112
126
125
678
211
187
126
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583
566
Sandoval .
574
piosecutor, who was dismissed from
two days
foron
of
the
the
question
erally
735
587"
274
4911
498
201
135
377
267
203
146
512
201
229
141
San Juan .
230 230 141
497.
141 office at the order of the mayor on acX mation of his cabinet and in the
519 1,220
23 1,740
147
3,278
2.479
2.385
2.454
1,747
207
San Miguel
199
2,402
27
1,647
27
200
2,858
1,654
27 count of his connection with the secON
JANNUS
HIS
WAY.
to
fill
men
N selection of
important
ret arrest of Fred Lloyd, who is a
218 1,442
.
58 1.012
Fe
215
975
390
2,311
999
1,000
208
64
1,004
1,432
1,411
Santa
64
207
64
1,436:
1,275
111.,
Nov.
29.
Cairo,
Jannus
Tony
official positions.
witness against Kddie.
241
236
292
6
326
.
852
354
43
409
175
176
175.
173
86
854
11
11
Sierra
90
90
his
in
11,
departed
His invitation to Wni. J. Bryan
today
407 1,772
14 1,078
307
960
90S
940
for Columbus, Ky. Owing to a high Socorro
269
1,115
255
244
19
1,612:
2u
20
1,051, 1,051
944; 206
to meet him in conference at
LOW DEATH RATE IN UTAH.
708! 257
775137
668wind he kept his machine near the Taos ..
687
15
705
722
93
855
769
741
"5
674
21
21
5,2
21
1,477;,
Princeton is, it is thought, only
Salt Lake city, rtah, Nov. 29.
4411
water.
617
288
390
.
173
284
511
152
515
520
456
512
d8a
210
172
Torrance
174
210
2:,:
386;
of
invnumerous
the forerunner
The lowest death rate in the world
835 1,552
X.Tni6n .
797
815
759
775
449
22S
1,139:
427 431 228 228
756.432 228 1,119 1,079 1,100
itations to other party leaders
1,447;
from tuberculosis is claimed by I'tah
NEGRO
HANGED.
230 1.359,
281
292
212
72
207
1,303
30
83
212 j 1,244
to meet him in a series of consu30 1
3u
83
30
1,230
1,263
Valencia .
1,262 111
ihe state board of health, in a cir-- ;
Waxahachie, Texas, Nov. 29.
ltations in reference to his legisctilar issued today. The rate is 31 to
N lative problem and appointments
Oates, a negro, convicted of mur- - Totals .
2651
26,863 14,829 26,405 16,821 22,193 17,924 5895
20,487 20,068 20,168 17,134 17,743 17,270 S366 7789 8260 2866 2S63 2864 each one thousand
of population.
to office.
Xjdering Sol Aronoff,. of Dallas, was
against an average of 1C1 for the
X hanged here today!-Error in canvassing Precinct No. 7, twice reduces total electoral and congressional vote by 100.
l'nited States.
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The Little Store

THE ONION AND

0 ASSY

A

Stat.e Co lea e. Xov.

UPSET STGMAGH

Chickens and Other Fowls

--

!'.

I

he horti

cultural departnient ol' the experiment
station here lias just made a' short
preliminary test of some means of
getting rid of grasshoppers, which
are proving a serious menace to the
raising of Denia onions, a crop that is
fast proving one of the most valuable
in the state.
This fall the horticultural department planted a number of onion seed
at the regular time in the regular
manner. The seed germinated well
and for a time there war. a good stand
of little plants, but soon the frost
came anil killed most of the other
plants which the grasshopper could
feed upon, leaving tn1 little tender
onions almost alone, a conspicuous
and tempting; morsel.
As the onions require n well

WE ARE TAKING ORDERS FOR

Dinpepsin" Overcomes Your Indigestion in
Five Minutes.

'Tape's

Thanksgiving Turkeys,

40B

THECRssHOPPER

U

,

g

Good to

Bat for Thanksgiving

Dinner.

WHITE

CERY CO.

Santa

grain

LEO HERSCH

45

45
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Cottolene-maddi
rich, but never creasy

t

-

.

,l

f--

1

Useone-'.hir-

less

Cotlrlene
than either Gutter or lard.

WOOD DAVIS

Telephone II.
Two Doorg Below F. Andrews Stora.
Regular Meals 25 centB.
Rooms for Pent 25c ana 50c

J.

Cottolene Is never
sold in bulk always in
tin pails, wl ich pro
tect it from aire,
dust and odors. It
is always uniform
and dependable.
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MAIN.
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To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
all points in New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via! NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

PP
QAMTA
PD0M
I n IE
riiUJH Jill

East
or
West

Best
Route

For Rates and Full Information Address

EUGENE FOX,

G

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department or the Interior, V. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
November 5, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Henry
L Cooper, of Stanley, New Mexico,
who, on December !), 1907, made homefor SE
stead entry So.
Section 35. Township 12 X., Range S
E., X. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
r
of intention to make
Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Harry C. Kinsell. V,
S. Commissioner,
ai Stanley, Xew
Mexico, on the Oih day of December,
4

0:,143-12o0-

five-yea-

.

CROP.

CHAMPAGNE

LIGHT

Washington, Xov. 2!). Fears fori
in the
this year's crop of grapes
Rheiins district, and hence uncertain-- ,
ty about the champagne yield, are
expressed in a report to Ihe depart-- :
nient of Kate by V. Bardel. American!
consul at Rheims, France.
Mr. Ilardel's report Is headed "111-- ,
certain Cntlook for Champagne Yield"-lan-

dressing.week.

j

;

E- -

OTERO,

Register.

1

,

'

lif

bed.

AGENT,
EL PASO, TEXAS.

tlardne
The
C, Xov. 2
election of a reactionary douma in
Kussia threatens to make very difficult the negotiation of a new treaty
ailecting the status of American Jews,
traveling in that country.
News of the results of the Russian
election is just reaching Washington.
According to best reports the standnata nf Russia will control the new
douma by a large majority.
The douma is chosen in a peculiar
way. Instead of real popular elec
tions, Russia lias worked out a mod-- !
electoral college
of our
ification
scheme. It is less popular, however,
than ours in the fact that the electors
arc twice removed from the people in-- !
stead of once removed. For example,
the workmen in a taken community
elect electors who in turn elect other
electors, who later on make the choice
of representatives to the national leg-- j
the government
islature. At each
authorities, either provincial or national administrative authorities, in-trrpose obstacles to the expression of
Sometimes there;
the popular will.
aie property qualifications and some-times publicity is denied. Occasionally the electors themselves are turn-- :
i

By Gilson

Washington,

11.

j

!

j

pered with.
In this next douma, vli.ch is Russia's fourth, over S4 per cent of the
representatives will be priests. Out of
,o52(! electors chosen at the polls to
elect the candidates to the douma
2I!4U
belonged to the reactionary
parties, namley to the
rights
and nationalists, :)fi:i are independents,
SS.1
are octobrists, that is, semi re-- '
actionaries or noderates. There are'

j

d

'

I several

progressive groups; 515 are
classed as straight progressives, 34
democrats. :!24 as
f:s constitutional
HAVE YOU THE PROPER
extreme lefts or radicals. Total 1180
progressives.
Thus the recationary majo,!:yis;
Step Ladders,
approximately 1134.
Russia has strongly resented the
Ironing Tables,
abrogation of the treaty of 1832. and
Kitchen Cabinets,
is throw ing obstacles in the way of
Curtis Guild, our ambassador, in his
Counters, Shelving cn deavors to negotiate a new treaty
more favorable to American Jews.
If not, see me, and see how little
Russia was
outraged recentit will cost to have things right. ly by the factofficially
that Curtis Guild invitof
all
kinds neatly and ed to a
Repairing
public reception
Hessen. a Jew, editor of "Retch" a
promptly attended to.
prominent Semitic newspaper: also
Filing of Saws Our Specially.
VP.ukov. leader of the opposition in
the present douma, Hiid member of
Ihe staff of "Retch."
The reactionary douma will be used
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE. N. M
by the government to voice opposia wmt Ad. In the New Mexican tion to any uew treaty.
sees more people In one day than you
uovernment scientists nave com-; pleted some remarkable
can see in a month. Try one.
experiments

J.F.RHOADS

Claimant names as witnesses:
Albert
O. C. Heyer, Julia Downs,
Brown. B. F. Cooper, all of Heyer.
MANUEL

&

I

Phone 14.

N

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS,

rtant

Electricity plays a most impo-

part.

The

grandfather would

amazed at the radiance of the mod-hoand why all this light? To
ern
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
be

says';

j

semi-offici-

1912.

Xew Mexico.

F

It.

LIGHT

COMPANY

THE N. K. FAIRBANK

1

'

ruw
N

IS QUITE

'
SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms.
Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and nght Estimates and full infor- mation cheeerfully given.

'

for

Willies

the
by which they are convinced that
stable fly is the carrier and ause 01
the spread of infantile paralysis.
serPhysicians in the public health
vice, Drs. Rosennau, Anderson and
with phyFrost have been
sicians of the lloston board of public
health. Drs. C. T. Brues and Philip
A. E. Shepherd of the Uussey Institution.
Their experiments have been made
with monkeys which are susceptible
to infantile paralysis, and the result
is the indictment of the stomoxys cal
citraus or common stable fly.
This fly resembles closely the or- dinary house fly, hut is a different
species. The stable fly is the oneusually seen on horses and cattle, boring its snout in the hide of the suffering animal. The stable fly, unlike
the house fly, feeds on blood. It seldom bites human beings, though it

I

Cold"

COUGHS
FOR
and COLDSm
Srntt For Children
No
Contwln
Oplatfi 1
BY ALL DRUGGISTS

FUR SALE

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
i

j.

Rooms With Bath

A

will do so on occasion.

The study began with experiments;
which showed that infantile paralysis
occurred always where the stable nv
was present. Thereupon caged moilkeys were exposed to stable Hies
which had had access to the germs of
this disease. The experiments were
negative at first, but watching, the!
scientists discovered that the monkeys
were catching the flics. When the
monkeys had been supplied with mit-- I
tens so they could not do tlr's, the re-- ;
suit was infection, and it is now con- sidered quite certain that ihe stable
fly is the guilty party
It is hoped by physicians that meth
ods similar'to the war on yellow fever,
where, by exterminating the yellow
fever was
fever mosquito,
yellow
stamped out, will result in similar ex- termination of this dreeded children's
disease.

"
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IF WE FURNISH ",'EATS
for the

"

" BIG HEED"

j

IT WILL BE A D.U OF THANKS

'

j

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Motel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath,.

NEW EASTERN
CANNED GOODS
New Dried Fruits,
New Nuts,

Peels

Citron.

&

j

j

j

"Bring
a
Bottle of
Home

ROW

FLY DANGEROUS
Li THE STABLE
STANDPATTERS WIN IN RUSSIA

TintrBTO
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

The

Its Hardware We Have

If

14.

:.ir-tig-

s

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Short Orders at AH Hours.
hacks and good
way. Good cover-ef- t
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 teans.
Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
french Noodle Order 10c a dlsn.
furnished commero'al men to take In
Mew York Chop Susy 50c the surrounding tons. wire Bnnudo
Station.

E

HARDWARE COMPANY.

--

j

From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

CHAS. GANN, Prop.

Coles oriKinal down draft. This is the
stove for the home, the oflice ai.d all
publie places. It requires little or no
attention and is known to be the most
servicable and economical of all stoves.

the "Kmliant".

e

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

La Salle Restaurant

YOU'LL BE GLAD

Mica doors are extra lurt-- lined in recessed grooves, penvci lit.
for tliose who enjoy the Glowing buy

d

d

Fancy Egg

WOODY'S STAGE

AND

FOR HARD COAL

"This year s crop of grapes in the
which successfully
Rheims district,
""-- "
"
"11HluV",c
have
numbers
their
and
employed
lisle were simply ingenious coatings
and hail, and which up to four weeks
reduced.
been
also
greatly
of black shoe polish The search
exago gave promise of being an
The seed bed was irrigated, poison
revealed the presence of a $"7 braceand good one,
abundant
ceptionally
on
baits were put out, and the land
let.
is now threatened with tardy matur- was remanded to tne roau-sitianu m .oe ..um.u "V itv and brown rot."
Miss McOraw
Then nature came in
the Tombs in default of $."O0 bail. cultivated.
It was she who was recently convicted with her cold nights. And so far !is!thINK5 OF COLLEGE FOR HOBO.
ol' having forged the name of Ida Con- can be asceriainen
now, me luiu
ov. 29. The tramps ol
g(
cujs
quest to a petition for a theater pass. Snights in connection with the cultiva-- , st i0,js wm KO to school this winter!
n Dr. .James Kails How, tne 'million-XeSWITCHES AND PUFFS BARRED, 'tion acted as the. cniei iaciois in
York, Xov. 29. That thousands ing the numbers which have been aire tramp," has his way. He is
other bewitching attributes to fem-- killed, for destroying their harboring isidering establishing a "hobo college"
inity have been relegated to dresser ,,iaCPS ann exposing them to the cold where the unemployed may spend
drawers for a week by the freshmen nights combines the effects ol tne tneir spare moments studying the' B I
:
of Macalester college, due to two means, whereas irrigation serves, arts and sciences,
rrrr
'an edict issued by the girls of the up- - 'to run them off for a short time and
per class.
acts singly as does the poisoning, bo
The upper class girls slipped writ- - from the observation it would not be
ten instructions under the doors of a safe
plan to plant the onions near
every room, threatening dire results an alfalfa field or any other unculti- unless the orders were carried out j vated area as such places are excel- jto the letter.
for the grass- First year maids presented a youth-- ! lent breeding places are exceedingly
and
they
ful appearance when they appeared hoppers
of when once they
in the school minus the usual hair hard to get rid
in the onion seed- established
well
The order continues one get

AND RETAIL
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
WOOD
SAWED
LUMP
CERRILLOS
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

BUY A COLES HEATER

117

exclusive process.

t

CAPITAL COAL YARD
WHOLESALE

Demonstrating to you
the advantagssto be had
in Purchasing a Coles.

Neutral

1

1

Vour Selection
while our stock is complete in a sizes. We
will take pleasure in

i
rt r"i
rTl j
m
wc.w.
is a jjiuuuli
refined
by our
selected c tton oil,
ii--

l
V.OUOien"

Money andFuel Save

Mjke

food is

e

Heater on the Market.

Air-Til-

Holds Fire for 36 Hours
Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and

which any stomach can

i

PHONE

A

the cost.

one-thir- d

j

85

Absolutely

y0U Waste money.
Vporptnhlf shortening'

Cottolene makes light, digesti-

j

" BUY IT OF CRICHTON.
Phone One Double

Only

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOVIE.

i

.w.

DAWSON COAL
Fancy Lump

The Original and

y'bMv
will give you
equally good results
I

SAWED WOOD

Domestic Lump

CAN T BEAT THE COLES"

iU

V

BMW

rww,mmmmtm-Ksamsx-

;

Wood

oal

"you

Cotto- -

n

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

ottoieme
better than butter

,"mnutmxmt

Eat butter, but don't waste it.
The right place for butter is on
your dining table; the wrong
place is in your kitchen. Every
time vou shorten or fry with'

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

MBettMMKn9MJM.,wmmnrTrr'-x-

n

for shortening

AVonder what upset your stomach
which portion of the food did the
damage do you? Well, don't' bother.
If your stomach is in a revolt; if
sour, gassy and upset, and what you
just ate lias fermented into stubborn
lumps; your head dizzy and acnes;
belch jfiises and acids and eructate
undigested food; breath foul, tongue
coated just take a little Diaspepsin
and in five minutes you truly will
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
wonder what became of the indigesWITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
tion and distress.
Millions of men and women today
disadvantage, for it "as very easy for
1; now
that it is needless to have a 'the grasshoppers to eat them off close
ocbad stomach. A little Diapepsin
to the ground. Such a pruning as this
casionally keeps this delicate organ is of course very severe on the little
regulated and they eat their favorite
plants and it. is doubtful if many of
foods without fear.
14'
ctnmnr.il rlnpwii't t:ll;e Cai'O them recover from Ihe injury at all.
them are pushing out
of vour liberal limit without rebellion, Quite a few of
if vour food is a damage instead of a; of the soil again ami may make good
licip, remember the quickest, surest,- sets yet.
most harmles relief is Pape's UiapepThere a,.e always some grasshop-siwhich costs only fifty cents forj)f,rs aml most Iik,,v there are al- jte a few 011jonB eaten by
large case at drug stores. It s truly ways
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK F000.
wonderful it digests food anu sets them, but the percentage is much
so gently and easily greater this year than usual. This is
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages things, straight,
ALFALFA SEED.
that it is really astonishing. 1'lease, due to two causes. In the first place
for your sake, don't go on with a there were more grasshoppers this
Fe
The only exclusive
house in
weak, disordered stomach; it's so
year than we generally have in this
section. Then the location evidently;
had much to do with the severeness
WOMAN PAINTS HER LEGS.
of
the attack. The onions were plant- on
v
Olivia ..MrC.raw
Phone Black
........
Phone Black
.evv
i ui iv,
a peach orchard and a
v.as greatlv shocked and surprised in red between
road.
The road is one of the
when
store
public
a Sixth avenue department
one of the detectives ordered that she .standard wiutri wun a mmuw uan
be searched on a shoplifting charge. near the center and weeds on uom
but her shock and surprise were as sides. The field adjoining the road
wo-on the opposite side from the onions
nothing compared to those of the
men who searched her and found that is in alfalfa, one of the best breedthe custotmer in the handsome gown ing places for the grasshoppers when
'and rich furs had gone shopping with-lou- it is not cultivated. The orchard not
any stockings on
being cultivated late, was a place of
They did not discover this at first some attraction also.
'glance. It was not until closer inspeWrr.rv menus of eradication which
ction that they found that the things
time was
like hose of a rather sheer could be commanded at the
Hint lr.nu-e-

Everything
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Stete of Ohio. City of Toledo,
Lucas county. ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co.. doing business in the
City of Toledo, county and state
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL-- 1
LARS for each and every case of
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the

Candied Fruits Of All
Mince
FRESH

;

cember,
(Seal)

A. D. 1SSC.
A. AV. GLEASOW

NEW MtXlUAiJ PKIJSJTLNG 00.
Local Agents for

Figs & Dates,
Citron & Peels.
Plum Pudding,

j

Kinds.
Meat.

A Desk Unit with few or

VEGETABLES

Every Day.

any

at the last minnte. we
will have it

Slclc?Wcrt)tckt
"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.

If you find you will need
EXTRA POULTRY

use of HALL'S

CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before mo and subscribed
in my presence, this Cth day of De-

Layer Raisins,
Sultana Raisins,

many Book Units as desired.
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made,
Roomy, convenient, attractive. Wc want to snow you
its advantages aod possibilities. C; 5, write ot phont
us about it

I

THE MODERN GROCERY CO.
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- nally and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.
F.U. CHENEY & Co.. Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
rrunnmnxuTruTnAJinnnJxnxuTri

It wiM not pay you to waste your
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already print- when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing con? ed at the New Mexican Printing
pany,

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1912.

laid for the next fiddle. It came and
was carried hy a small boy about six
years old. he marched up to me boldly
and gave the regulation pass word.
grabbed him, taking Ihe fiddle box
from him and pushed him out into the
lobby, he eyed me for awhile, then
sided up to nie with tears In his eyes
and said: "Say you, xjasn't yens never
in.
a kid?" He
'o afterward
got
b allied that as they passed in they
would slip over to a window and b t
the fiddle hex down to a friend outside and as lie had the pass word it
was easy sailing. Wo kept the fiddle
carbox and Al Thomas, the house
penter made a mail box out of it and
placed it on the stage with a history
of it pasted on.
"The Girl from I'. S. A." carries the
audience nearly around the world, as
its scenes are laid in France, Turkey
and China, li lias an intense love
story and a catchy type of comedy. It
lias been receiving Haltering press

COMEDY AND SONG oHT
A

irs

large company

talented

(if

piay-- j

with one of the best equipped
is promised
genizutions on the
in
performance of "The Girl from
U. S. A." which will he seen for the
firsi time here ut Klks' theatre on
This
Wednesday, December Ith.
drama has a long list of successes to
ils credit this season, and comes with
a glowing reputation for ils mirth proI

Think of

Do You

THIS PROPOSITION?

Fine DRESS SUIT Made to Your Order

A

ducing qualities and strong situations.
Its production has been described as
a noteworthy effect in scenic art. Miss
Ouina .Marion will be seen in the lead
ins role.
A. J. Woods, manager of "The Girl
A." tells a good one thai
from U.
happened to him while playing a town
in I'tah last season.
Isn't it queer
the numerous ways the average "d
head will try and scheme to neat Ins
called on tit
way into a show'.'
lu i'i
local Manager John Slocuin
the day'and he said he was goim; !c
spread himself on the orchestra by in

FOR

I

this

we mean

that you can

jret a

garment
here that you cannot anywhere else for this

By

low figuie by placing your order now.

JITV
w

i

YOU WILL NOT HAVE
AU AIN I N A LONO TIME

mum 'it mihl ftymaK.

I

ELKS WEDNESDAY NIGHT

It ONLY
What

PACE THREE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

iJ

creasing it to seven pieces, as it was
the opening of tin.' new opera house.
The house was sold out al night, there
wasn't even expectorating loom;
was tearing tickets at 'he Vor, and
they wire coining pteil.v fast, when
i;p walks a fellow with a fiddle box
under his arm; as he came in lie said:
"Orchestra" just like a human, and
passed him in. Along came another
presently and passed in on that mysterious word "Orchestra" thin anthink
Had
other and another until
bepassed about eight tiddlers and
gan to wonder if Slocuin was '.'.olie,
i
to pass ihe whole town in as the
best rii.
stepped to the ho.: oll'ic e
1,1'e Slocuin was sel
d: "Sav .lohn, how
.levi u
st'y was in the orclei-li- a
off the reel. comments throughout
the country..
responded right
"Why'." "How many ' Whs'."' said I. .Miss Ouina Marion, a promising' young'
Two. fust and secern
violin, whv'.'" star will be seen in one of her great'.
est achievements "The Girl from
'Well
have pas:
S. A."
iolius now." "Slop
I

I

I

l

.'

p fFf':

tl

But Place Your Order at Once, as This Price Is For One Week Only
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t
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rUPITAL t
1

East Side of Plaza,

'

Admire, want
and ,will have

We've Some

V?''!--for Fall and Winter with

rTfysr!
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PATENT COLT or KID

.4

m

i

the

Riid

New Coloring in

FALL TANS
The Medium or Dome Toes and the Very Smart
Receding Toes with Low, Flat Heels.

i

sm

.

Every Shoe Has

or BLUCI1ER STYLES
of It's Own!

Class-- All

r

It

is

CALUMET

No,
leceived numerous t hreatenin letters ft
and an attempt was made to
nate hint, he had been in perfect B
health. Since then hi a health ms not U
been Rood. Doctor Dadirrian was a
iiristi.in missionary and pliysieian in
slums may he brought to see the er Turkey until lie came to the Tinted
ror of his ways. Colonel Cox otic of States in D'.sri. I'p'on his arrival here
of
the chief promoters of the new train- - he coi.inienc( d the manufacture
cultured milk, through which he
ing school, said
made a fortune.
"As a proof that the gangster and
A notubie series of decorative paint-liiKIhe gunman and the desperate charon the walls of the reception
look
at
the
can
he
acter
touched, just
room of the New York custoniH house
friendships existing among these peo- were uncovered to
public view today.
ple; at the devotion of their wives, The work is
r'li.-ie10.
(larnsey of
and mothers, and at the real courage White Plains by
an represents ten porta
of
and good nature with which many
of tl.e world prominent at the end
them meet a dreadful fate."
of the seveiiteentli century.
The
T;l
Dr. Markar C. Dadirrian,
years, porta depicted are Amsterdam, CuraArmenian philan-- i cao, Kort Orange (New Albany), New
old, millionaire
thropist, is dead at his home in Hast-- ' Amsterdam (now New York), l.arochings. Until two years ago, when he! (die, London, Port. Doyal (Jamaica),
J'iyinouth I'hifdand), Cadiz and Uev
noa.
:
A truce was declared between Turk
and liulgar last night and the two na-- ;
tionalities mingled on friendly terms
at the wedding of .Miss Algero Kein-ach to Kahamiu Samuels, h Hulgar- Ian diamond merchant. Jdiss Iteinach
Ms pure Turkish
and she has two!
brothers fighting at Tchataldje. Sam-- j
uels was born in the capital of Bui-- :
garia and has three brothers in the:
armies of the allies.
Ludlow Street jail took on a holiday j

NtwrroKK Letter

BAKING

cheap "big can" baking powders.
These halting powders are not always
Into The Genuine a picture where
uniform, and sometimes produce failures in the baking, and the result is over one thousand motion picture
take part. See it at the Klks'.
that more is lost in one or two spoiled
bakings than you spend on baking
powder in the whole year. The cheap
;Vo, you 're all wrong, let's
"big can" bilking powders should be
avoided.
be honest with ourselves
houseOn the other hand, many
today. Don't blame the
wives feel that a baking powder is of
city, it's not her fault,
no value unless they pay 30 cents a
it's our own, what the
pound for it the price charged for
city does is to bring out
"trust" brand. This'
the
what's strongest in us.
is a mistake, as the best baking
"The City"
powder that can da made can be sold

New York, Nov. 2t'. The Salvation
Army is going to help the city aut.lior-- :
ities control the lower Kasl Side. Its
o"leers helieve they konw how to
jl'cndle the rowdies who have terroih.eij New York hotter (nan do the po-,' e. who work with '1,'ly" am' v- voi.ver.
'fhe new training' school lieing
erected here as a memorial to the late
General Booth will have a special de-- !
partment w here workers who have
uualifiod in every other department
will learn the very best methods by
which a tough from "Hell's Kitchen"
or a gangster from Jersey City's
-

We Are Never high With Our Prices

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00 up to $6.50
Familiar Prices, bill Much Bcller Shoes!

Classy

i

EAST

PIOHRANDE;

appearance yesterday afternoon When

SHORTEST LINE TO

a special performance of "Our Wives"
was given for the benefit of the eight

members of theM'.alimony club" res id-2
Denver,
for forgetting to pay their1
former wives' alimony.
"Dress rehearsal" of two thousand;
applicants for positions in the New!
Hotel McAlphine, that will open De-- '
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
cember 7, ut Broadway and Thirty-- ,
fourth street, resulted in the sclectioti of more 'than two hundred emNEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
ployees yesterday.
Uellhoys answer- ed calls from various parts of the 2S-- i
story building,' chambermaids made
beds and a careful record of each ap-- '
plicant's ability was filed. When the
hotel opens there will be ;!,ri) stew- ards, :;uu kitchen helpers, Jin) office REBELS
GET $550
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
hands, Till waiters, "III) 'housekeepers,
AND RIFLES IN RAID.;
I'. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New
."id
porters, besides the men in' the
1!I12.
Washington, 1). C, Nov. 2!). The .Mexico. November
wine cellars, engine and dynamo
state department has been advised of
Notice is hereby given that Atilano
rooms.
a raid by Mexican rebels on the Jia-- ; .Sanchez, of
Stanley, New .Mexico, who
cicada Gamahl, an American property, on August 1.1. lfiOl', made homestead
near Tampio, .Mexico. The owners entry No.
,
for SE
NV
were forced to give up $.1.1'l and four,
K
SW
Section 24, and
ril',,sNK M NV
Section 25, Township
;1l N., Range 10 K N. M. P. .Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
DECIDE YOURSELF.
Washington, Nov. 2!). Thousands of
three-yeaproof, to establish claim
albatrosses have been imprisoned to
die of starvation by Japanese feather The Opportunity Is Here, Backed By to the land above described, before
Harry C. Kinsell, I'. C. Comtnr., at
Santa Fe Testimony.
poachers in the Hawaiian Islands, ac-- i
Stanley, New Mexico, on the 0th day
cording to Dr. Holmer li. Dill, of the
of January. 19i:i.
Don't take our word for it.
I'niversity of Iowa.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Don't
l
statea
depend
He has recently returned from the
stranger's
V(ntura Pares, Paulin Gutierrez,
Pacific and states that these birds mcnt.
Victor Acuna. Luis K. Sanchez, all of
Read Santa Fe endorsement.
(ach year collect in countless numbers
Read the statements of Santa Fe Stanley, X .M.
to rear their younn on l.ayson island,
MAXl'KL K. OTKRO.
now a United States bird reservation. citizens.
Register.
And decide for yourse!f.
They ft row fat from inaction and much
Here is one case of it:
eating and are easily cantured. Hy
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
placing them in dry cisterns where no
Torihio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St.,
food is available, the fat becomes ab- Santa
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Fe, N. Mex., says: "Two and a
N. M.. Nosorbed by the time the birds die. This half
years ago I gave a statement for Land Office at Santa l'e,
makes the skinning easy and
the
1!'12.
vember
2.1,
publication regarding my experience
t'fathirs are rendered more salable.
Notice is hereby given that Anacleto
with Doan's Kidney Pills.
Today I
Twenty-thro- e
of the agents of the ant
stronger in my praise of this rem-- I Contreras, of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
feather trade were captured some time
I suffered
edy than ever,
greatly on October 12, liiuii. made Homestead
ago and taken to Honolulu fur trial. from
S
NV.
in No. 07S71. for S.
disordered
the
kidneys,
pains
The Audubon society is planning to
Section I, Township 18 N.,
I had to NK.
so
acute
ba'k
my
that
being
protect these birds in future by means
stop work and sit down. The trouble Range In K., X. M. I. Meridian, has
o! agents.
grew worse and I rarely filed notice of intention to make five
"The last year we employed ahout steadily
knew
it was to be free from au year proof, to establish claim to the
what
."(i wardens
to guard great nesting
Soon after I began us- land above described,
before Regcolonies of water birds throughout ache or pain.
ing Doan's Kidney Pills, my pains ister and Receiver, at Santa Fe, X. M.,
North America and at least 2,000,()iKI 'and
aches disappeared and my back on January H, 1PK!.
birds thus dwelt in safety from the
us witnesses:
became
Claimant names
strong."
millinery hunters," said Mr. T.
Rafael Montoya, of Santa Fe, X. M.;
For sale by all dealers. Price .1o
Pearson, national Audubon secreCo., Buffalo, Marcelo .Timinez, of Santa Fe, X. M.;
tary. "There seems to be no limit cents. Foster-Milburtr which the feather manufacturers New York, sole agents for the United Macario .Timinez of Santa Fe, X. SI.;
Ponifacio Lucero, of Santa Fe, X. M.
Alii not go in their desire to get bird States.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Remember the name Doan's and
feathers with which to trim women's
;
take no other.
hats."
Register.
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our illustrated book, "MOVING PICTURE PLA WRITING."
Don't hesitate. Don't argue. Write NOW and
learn just what the new profession may mean for
you and your future.

NATIONAL oHUTHORS'
INSTITUTE

Quality

USE THE

ing there

good plots to supply the ever increasing demand.
They are offering$ioo and more for single scenarios
or written ideas.
In early all the big film companies, the buyers of
photo plays are located in or near NEW YORK
CITY. Being right on the spot and knowing at all
times just what sort of plots are wanted by the producers, our SALES DEPARTMENT has a tremendous advantage over agencies situated in distant cities
We have received many letters from the big film
manufacturers, such as VITAGRAPH, EDISON,
ESSANAY, LUBIN, SOLAX, IMP, REX, RELI- ANCE, CHAMPION, COMET, MELIES, ETC.,
urging us to send photo plays to them We want
more wri ers and we'll gladly teach you the secrets
of success.
We are selling photo plays written by people who ,
" never before wrote a line for publication."
Perhaps we can do the same for you. If you
can think of only one good idea every week and
will write it out as directed by us, and it sells for
only $25, a low figure,
You Will Earn $100 Monthly For Spare Time Work.
at once for free

Of

west:

o

j

How!

Shoes

When Going

-

will
If you have ideas--i- f you can 7"Vf--w- e
show you the secrets of this fascinating profession.
Positively no experience or literary excellence necessary. No "flowery language" is wanted.
The demand for photo plays is practically unlimited. The big film manufacturers are "moving
heaven and earth" in their attempts to get enough

Send your name and address

GER'S

Different

1

We Willi Show Yo

D

:

CAN WRITE PHOTO PLAYS AND
EARN $25.00 OR MORE WEEKLY

1543 BROADWA Y

new york en Y

;

BIRDS STARVED
FOR FEATHERS

I

!

i

(

Write Ideas For Moving Picture Plays !

I

kink worked in and every Smart Detail

BUTTON, LACE

recommended by leading
physicians and chemists: used in
millions of homes, and given the
Highest Awards at the World's Pure
Food Exposition, Chicago,
111.,
and
I'ai'is, Exposition, Paris, France, 1!H2

YOU

even New Style

and olIicrDnll Leailiers.of

;

AILOR

cents per pound if the manurac-fitieis satisfied with a reasonable
There is one brand on the
piofil.
niarlut that meets these require-

high-price- d

!

GUN METAL, CALF

2.1

ments.
POWDER,

Very Natty

pnoes

Ne.t to First Nat. Bank

for

Swellness!

SHOES OF

:

LEAKAGE THAT CAN BE EASILY
STOPPED.
How many people who read this article realize the weighty inlluence of
one little necessity of life baking
powder on the cost of living.
Yet it is a leakage that can easily
be stopped if the housewife will only
to the
pay a little more attention
choice of baking powder. Some think
in buying the
there is economy
A

Shoe
The Shoes the
Young Men

and we do it only to let you know that whatever you may
want in the CLOTH I NU LINE we can give it to you, and at
figures that will astound you for the work we turn out.

DO NOT PUT THIS OFF
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29,
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modest d?niand for $15,-- ; trainer, Harry Tut li ill, left here fori !
WILLIAM FARAII
EMIL MIGNARDOT
year seems like a postage stamp Philadelphia in a special ,U'ain early
fund. The only trouble is that' Nenl today. The corps of cadets, headed
cannot strike out every minute for a by a band, marched to the station
and gave the siuad a rousing send- corresponding reward.
Hull lias been shunted around the off.
American league for several years
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. SftWust as
but. always has
managed to land eager to get into action as the man
right side up. and finally he con-- ! behind the guns in the two arms of
'
trived to full into the softest of soft the national service, the Annapolis
spots, the Hoston Red Sox. who were midshipmen and the West Point
piactieally assured of the champion-- I cadets are now on the ground, "fit as1
SAYS KEENE FITZPATRICK. NOTED EXPERT. ship
before he joined them First he fiddles" for tomorrow's annual grid-- .
was with New York and later with iron battle on Franklin field,
Cleveland. The Napa wanted to send
Thje army team arrived here shorthi m to the Pacific Coast league, but ly before noon .and, established head-- '
,
he refused to go and hung. around un quarters at a prominent Broad street
til finally .lake Stalil decided he could hotel.' The
navy squad which came
nvs
'use hi in though for what, nobody here
is
at anyesterday,
Old
temtd to know and he went to the other hotel a squarequartered
away.
budding ch. impious.
Phone Orders Attended To Promptly
He did kiihp good work as a sublios-tcthe
for
second
baseman
stitute
MICHIGAN TO
55 San Francisco St. Phone 2i W.
his
club
y
way of earning
RETURN TO WEST
ng into the game when
salary, g
Yerkes v;r: hurt and fielding in senIS SENTIMENT fell to the floor by the side of the
sational eMle. He never could hit
couch.
to
(
.use
opposing pitchers any
enough
Chicago, ill., Nov. 29. Sentiment
distress, t ut his defensive play kept
Ii'in in Kos; n just as it had kept him; favored the return of the University PRISONER AT LORDSBURG
of .Michigan to the Western
BURNED IN JAIL.
in oilier ci! !: s
conference when factulty reIt was ru rored a short time prior
Lordsburg, N. M., Nov. 29. .lolm
to the ending of the season that Ball presentatives of the big nine opened
had fielded o well that he was to their annual fall meeting here today. Bell, an inmate of the county jail here,
Their session will continue until to- was burned to death last night by a
displace Yer...s in the big
battles Then Neal got his finger morrow. Editors of student publica- fire, the origin of which is mysterious.
broken and Yerkes returned to the tions of the University of Chicago. A coroner's jury today was unable
cengame, (letting that, busted digit prob-- ! Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota also to locate the cause, but severely
confor
officials
the
sured
the
a
county
held
Hall
for
the
of
was
that
ever;
best
the
meeting
purpose
thing
ably
did for Corton, as Y'erkes was one. booming Michigan's return and their dition of the prison.
o! the thre.1 big heroes of the world's findings were to be laid before the
SALE OP TIMIMCIt. Albuquerque. K. M.
series belli at the bat and in the conference representatives.
8. nil:', Scaled liius marked oulMtin
field. If Hall had been used in hist According to statements made by November
"Bid. timber Sale Airoliitatlon. November I,
District.
of
the
emblematic
the accredited representatives of the
bunting
place,
N
creation's championship might now be; Universites of Chicago and Illinois, M.. will be received up to and inchidirit? the Itili
or
all
infor
ctuv
the merchant
December, litis,
reponng in John .Mctiraw's locker
.Mitnigan s nunn mil hinge on the al)Je uead.iamljei;.staudi)il! or down mid all ike
stead of Fiahl's
'
attitude 'of, thg,-- school 'toward !vthe'4 HHim&ew$rkea torpwUog by a
hWMffed on ttn a'raovbe4 definitely des.- .
The lm.l:y Mr. Ball was1 flie hero
'::':,
.,"
amuuv
mu
wmc
auk
Forestir
of
in.,
fleer
before
tgnatett-hyeutttnir
.uuiy
while a..m.niij,
of an uiKisisteij triple play
"Big Ten" therefore seemed to rest besilns. fnehidtm: about, m acres In npproxi
in Cleveland, one of the few
ever on a,
of
the subject of
Anua Sarea Canyon, within the Pecos Na
compromise
pulled off in the major leagues. food for athletes.
tional
estimated to lie lSM.lW ft. H. M.
lot Western "Yellow Pint. Douglas Pir. White
l.uck was a factor in that, too, fori
mm white Fine sawtimner, more or
f
r
lr
.i
v,
Princeton
MC
Mi f lesw'thaii $3 00 per Al. ft. B. M. will
nothing lnt a fortunate combination GIRL SAW HER BROTHER KILLED
considered and a deposit of SlOO.lXImust be sent
of circumstances could set the stage
to the rirsi, National Hank. Albuuueruue, N
in such a manner as to make a three-plM lor each bid snbinttted to the District
Timber upon valid claims is exempt from
how i Kansas City. Mo., Nov. 29. When
killing possible no matter
The rWiii to reject any and aU bids is
who conducts a pool'i
Frank
Sandore,
a
.
be
skillful
X
vm,,,r
player might
,i. further nlnrtnii Kin
re-i- .
1005
hall
at
East
Missouri
Forest Supervisor, l'ecos N.iaddress
sale.,
,uy
avenue,
lUill
if
But
got $1,311 for striking
re.
nanta
Mexico.
tionai
o ridl-orest,
f
.eir
tinr
his
at
oft
v
'
home,
isn't any better paid than tiedlast night
AP'I'lVi: I1IS1TIJHT POMFsTITHA.tr
out, he
over the bar tor the only score in the ambition of years. While in high InHelder .Martin Krug, of the same' risen street, he placed his automatic
game. The same school and later at Kxeter, he
club, who did absolutely nothing in pistol under his pillow. This morn-- ;
toe booted Harvard to victory for the ticed
for seven years, the world's series and stili got his ing when his sister roused him San-- '
first time in a quarter of a century that he might help Harvard defeat cut of th cash. The substitute was dore accidentally knocked the pistol
over Princeton, and In everry Harvard Yale. Alw ays this object was before the only one of the Red Sox whose to the lloor. The weapon struck in
4 Horse Power
game this tall Brickley has kicked, him while he was nertvct ns his mar- labors consisted solelv in doina such a way as to be discharged and
PRICE,
$165.00
himself into the score.
velous kicking.
much luavy thinking.
The extra the bullet struck Candore in the right
With
.
In addition to being a great athlete, pitcher? either warmed up or
Magneto.
Imported
toe,
Hrickley with his wonderful
eye, killing him instantly.
JlotorCyclo without a doubt with trouble
great speed, fine dodging and terrific Prickley is a splendid
He led to batters in practice, the catchleft
at
the
factory.
The
was
accident
witnessed by
line plunging, is a terror to opponents. was second in his class at Kxeter and ers warned
the pitchers or Bandore's
up
sister,
Julia,
He stands five feet ten find weighs a Harvard scholarship was his reward. coached and several
of the utility
hen bucking the line he charges He is working his way through the 'men either pinch hit or ran for some and her schoolmate, Maggie Sarno.
1S5.
Sandore was sleeping on a couch in
like a locomotive.
university, doing odd jobs and he says oi' the
fraternity,
the
kitchen and Julia's coat was
is
he
But
a better ball player than he is "Damn proud of it."
Kruji merely sat on the bench and under him. The girl was preparing
a football player and he likes base- This young giant, who looks like looked v.isev
Going buck" intx) hiai
ball best. He likes baseball because Jim Jefferies when the l,os Angeles :l .iKtnrv little t'nrtlior limvaror lliam! to' start for school and wakened her
brother to get her coat. Sandore
it requires more science, and makes giant went east to defeat Bob Fitzsimappears an incident' that p'ossiblv raised himself on one elbow and drew
nions, says his motto is to keep plug- meant the winning
players think.
of the world's
LIGHT SILENT AND RKLIABLK.
Brickley was one of Ihe American ging until he is as perfect as possible series for the Red Sox. It happened in the garment from under him. The
!
Olympic team, his specialty being the and then try to do better. After he Detroit when Joe Wood was trying to movement dislodged the pistol and- It PASM BROS , Agts., SantaFe
at which he is a graduates, it is probable Brickley will establish a new league record for conregular kangaroo. As a member of: become a ball player, 1113 ls a likely secutive victories,
the Harvard varsity he realizes an candidate for the varsity nine now.
('apt. "Heinie" Wagner had been
sent home to rest and .size up the
(Hants, and this Krug person was
i.
(near Louisiana, Mo., while en route playing shortstop. Came a time when
west for his health.' The funeral was Wnnriv em tl, !..
fliiort
t.n
announced for 2 o'clock this after-- : out. Cobb arrived at the plate at this
noon at St. Paul's Episcopal church interesting juncture and lifted a weak,
'
miend burial at Crowii Hill cemetery sicklv non fiv that anv kid nn n Ilefrolf
here.
sandlot would have eaten up . Krug
pet himself for it and proceeded to let
it bound off his chest, while two Tig- LUCKIEST PLAYER
ers pattered home This, with a run:
IN BASEBALL Wood had forced home earlier,, gave
Detroit a lead that the Red Sox could'
When a man walks by you on the
not overcome, and Wood's strength'
home
with a light, youthful
BY E. A. BATCHELOR.
way
whs broken.
don
t
Just, make up your
him...
envy
step
If ever a baseball player was horn
Most of the Hosion players seemed
mind to come down here tomorrow and get the
under a lucky star. Veal Hall, now a glad that Joe had lost the game, for;
same shoes he wears the famous Dr. A. Reed Cushion
member of the world's champion Hed lie had been under a tremendous ner-- i
Shoes. Then, you can skip along yourself like a twelve
vous strain, and would probably have
Sox may claim to be that person
vpfi? nl'
been a wreck by the time the worlds
Dame Fortune tool; Mr. Ball in tow 'series started As it was, he did not
shoes are the easiest shoes on earth. Nothing else like
Heed
at an early age and she has been Iook- - pitch as good ball
if you have to walk much.
No tired, aching feet, then. For
the Giants
them
against
i
ins oui iui nun mi en
as he capable of doing.
If he had
the solt cushion inscles suppoit the arches of your feet, distribute
that he must have nearly enough
Ulrosh the Kanie llere in De.
your weigl.t evenly and make walking a delight.
ey to build a library for each of tho (cit satvlyi pi.obabiv. lle would haV(
We'd just like to have ycu try on one pair and see how comfortably
in
odd
which
bus
he
towns
;t:7
played ;liept
trvjng to bpat Marquard'c
.ball and still keep enough to buy niilI.k
they fit the first time. That's conv.:Aifi- enough for everybody.
He migilt have lied or eve
we've a wide
And if you're "finicky" on
style or leather
himself a new automobile every sea- beaten the New York
too,;
Come in tomorrow.
of both to show
variety
he1
;sonfyyou.
except for Krug's bobhle, but had
Neal probably holds the world's
so
might llave meant tllat he
un
a
oi niouej
"" wouldn't have been able to w in a
joru ror geuing
i
'doing a liltle bit ol work. He estau-- game in the
champion-- :
Dr.
lit hed this mark in the recent world's ship.
series, when for taking three hearty
swings at a baseball he received
READY
and a tew odd cents That makes WEST POINTERS
FOR ANNAPOLIS GAME.
$1,841 a swing and, assuming that he
West i3oint, N. Y Nov. 29. Ready
consumed a minute in his calesthenies
with the bat, he was receiving com- for the game with the Navy tomorrow
pensation at the rate of $sill.(i00 a the Army football squad consisting of
fifty men, with head coach Captain
day.
men
the
a snap of his fingers whether
Compared to this sum of money, Ernest. Graves, his assistant and1
go south or not, as long as they api.s.s cushion
COMPHE SiES UNDER '
pear at the beginning of the season
t& HtlU.BW.15
FLET WO
of
The
ball.
value
to
0
every
TCES
JOHN PFLUEGER
play
ready
Ty

CobVs

unit a

THE
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GREATEST FOOTBALL PLAYER OF hLL TIME IS BRICKLEY1

I

LEMPS

i

and

SCHLITZ
BEER

V1

California Wines
Taylor Whiskey
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CHARLIE 6R1CKLEV
"The greatest football player of all
time," says Keene Fitzpatrick, noted
of athletes,
of Charlie
Brickley, Harvard s plunging halfback
and goal kicker.
Just consider what such praise
means remembering
Heffelhnger,
Heston,
Hinckley, Poe, Trent-hardCoy, Daly and other giants of the grid
iron.
Fame is a mirage, but somehow men
Ol Momenc deeds, such as football
mortals, never are forgotten, and
Hrickley's memory will be kept green
when he has turned to dust.
It would be difficult to recall a more
stupenduous exhibition otf football
wight than Brickley gave in this year's
llarcary-Princetogame a game he
won by slashing through the Tiger
line until the ball was within kicking!
distance and then kicking goal he
did this three times, one plate kick
,

lm-ihi-

j

'

j

j

lf.

.

I

.

Fore-fcte-

rcs

he's

line.
being from the,
Old timers who have seen every
big game for the last twenty years,
declare that Hrickley's boot from the
line was the greatest
kick
made since tootball became an inter-ccllegiate sport.
This Brickley boy has been playing
with footballs since he was C years
old, and that was l.'i years ago. Upon
his sixth birthday his father tossed
an avol; Charlie was disappointed;
because lie wanted a nice red express,
d

j

VV

TelluJ

.

wagon.

"Kick that football: if you kick it
o(ten. enough and hard enough, my
son, maybe some day you'll see your,
name in the papers," said Brickley
pere,
So Charlie kicked and kicked, un- til ifj 2 finds him heralded
as the.
r
that ever lived,
greatest
U "was his toe that whirled the ball
drop-kicke-
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WOLGAST LOSES HIS TURKEV.

The Man Who
Walks By

'
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Reel

$1,-02- 4

BOTH BIG FIGHTS

SURPRISE SPORTS
The two fights surprised the sport
was the favorite
in the San Francisco bout aud Man-do- t
in that at Los Angeles, but both
lost after a hot battle where the contestants tooli and gave severe punishment.

fraternity as Wolgast

linfnrriinsitf,

T
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He looked like a winner up to
11th and then seemed to go back
rapidly. At all events, the championship is no longer his.
In the Rivers-Mando- t
battle, it was
Rivers' practicallv all the way and it
wsik his fiirht un to the 20th round
when he was declared the winner. He
showed better than in any contest
which he has yet appeared. When
HJth.

-

j

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS,
g Family Trade Supplied.
SANTA FE, N. M.
259 San Francisco St.
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MOTION FILM
MAN IS SUED

$25,000
j
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HENRY KRICK&- DISTRIBUTOR OF

'

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

-

Ritchie and Rivers come together
there will be a royal battle and bet-ting will be plenty.

-
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New York, X. Y.. Nov. 29 Herbert
L. Miles, president of a motion picture film company, was arrested today
and gave bail to insure his appearance at the trial of a breach of promise suit against him by Miss Edna M.
Moran of this city. Miss Moran is su-

OF

AN OPTICAL ILLUSION.

-

e

FOR

s

d

contest was not decided
on a knockout rather than a foul.
but the little champion was, to all ap-- .
pearances about in, and could not
have gone much further than the
gast-Ritchi-

She declares Miles
ing for $25,000.
i "wealthy and of high social stand!
mar-she
when
that
ing" and charges
ried him in Philadedphia in August,
lints in tlio cBi'vicii lit, rmiriors
If:
1911. he had another wife living, oi !,o
at
Mo
in
condition
the
he
isn't
Miss
told
beginning
her
whom he
nothing.
ran in her bill, asserts that Miles of the season he can t play.
told her on their w edding eve that his
my part, I believe that spring
real name was Herbert W. Bristow training trips are of little value, auy-anthat he lived at some place in v,ay, except to pitchers: it does do
Ohio. Miles is now living, Miss Mo-- j them good in getting into shape. But
ran charges, with his first wife, for-- ; the other men can get into condition
JIrsKatherine Wesler, of, in the north if need be. It was
Washington, U. C, whom he married thought once that the spring trip was:
in 19lM"
a good chance to get a line on the
youngsters. However, we have come
tc the conclusion that it is better to
have the youngsters report late in the
We certainly can see better
PoHY fall.
what they can do when they are In
'heir best snape in me ian man wnen
Detroit. Mich., Nov. 29. President they are getting hardened up in the
Frank .1. Navin of the Detroit Tigers spring.
v
"So, it seems unfair that the play-- ;
stated today that he wouid be tickled
should even mention getting pay
t.i ilpnlli if the lmsehflll lilavers atUle
lor
lrlpsspl
tempted to make good on the demand
The fact that Donie Bush did not
proposed by their new fraternity for
salary during the spring training report until the opening of the seatrips. He believes it would result in son last spring and w as in as good
united action by the magnates of both ctndition as the men who went south
leagues to discontinue the trips, and has a good deal to do with strengthenthus save the two major leagues ap- ing Mr. Navin's opinion.
proximately' $mo.OUi.) a year.
"In the early days of baseball there
were no spring trips," he said, "yet BASEBALL MEN
the players reported in condition.
MOURN DEATH
Thev either kept in condition all
OF
w inter by doing reasonable work, or
fat
their
off
took
by gymnasium.
they
The club owners could easily make a
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 29. Many
rule that players must report in con- baseball and business associates ar-dition or there would be no salary un- lived today for the funeral of John T.
til they did get into shape. It wouldn't Brush, president of the New York
National league baseball club, who
take them long to get ready.
"There isn't a club owner who cares died early Tuesday In his private car

tQD

BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

Manufacturer of
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all kinds of Soda Waters

is

PEERLESS BAR
Fine
!'

imported

and

AND

Domestic

Wines, Liquors

CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1912.
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We are making room for

HOLIDAY GOODS,
will be sold at
20

and

Reduction.
$

Ladies' Coats and Suits

UP

6.50

mm

bond

Miss Aurora l.ucero, In pretty ami
talented (hum iter at the secretary o
here
slate, is spending the week-cuwill
Willi her parents.
Miss l,uoero
'return .Monday to I. as Vegas,
who
Mr. and Mrs. A. ('. .MeAlister
have a ranch near Tesuque are visit-- :
iiiK friends in the city. .Mr. MeAlister
is a former Chicago newspaper man

rap

FOR GOOD

You Wiil

Find the

Correct

Styles In

One-piec- e

K

SELICHN

up

COMPANY

raw

9

WHO

M'CLUNG

OF

TREASURER
URGES
PROVING

THAT

r

RESIGNED

AS

Of

)

;

DIFFEK-Als- o

a complete line of

SETS AND NOVEL! IbS
Watch Our Windows

JULIUS H.GERDES.

is
per cent oi
interest, (which is
f
per cent of if':i(iu,iiuo, .luii.noii having
been paid the next year; $:lL,,(,un the
i
third year; ls.uihi ih,. fourth:
the fifth; $i!.unu the sixth; $!t;.-thseventh; $ li.nnii the eighth:
$s.(h!u the ninth, i.nd, as only $1 iiii.eeo
of the principal remains, he would receive i per cent of that amount, or
? i.ttuil, nun

AND

NEW

SO VlETHiNCi

than ever before.

Watch Our Windows.

the first year' I'which

HIGHWAYS

m,

that will appeal to any well dressed nmn,

125 Palace Ave.

IM-

m

$:;i;,imii'

I

Washington,

.fi'l.-Oim-

1).

e

OR! GOODS

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

CO

Ribbed Or Fleeced Underwear
For Ladies and Children
Ladies Separate Garments From 25c 'to $125 Ladies Union Suits
50c to $.1.50 Childrens Union Suits From 25c Up.

5 AN FRANCISCO ST., PMOM;

From

ISO.

Ar-mij-

::

::

INSURL AND BE SURE

1

TRUST

Wl fll WW WARD AM) REST COM EM.

INSL'Rl:

5!

three-fourth-

STATES

m e

CHRISTMAS

UNITED STATES

METHOD

a

We have
I: NT

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
LEE

n m

FOR MEN

C, .Nov. J'i. l.ee
who
recently
McClmig,
resigned as
10.00
up
Suits
treasurer of the United State., in a
up
One Piece Messaline Silk Dresses
n cent address on the subject of good
roads discussed the advantages of the
3.50 up
Silk Waists in the newest designs
s( rial bond as a substitute for ihe
Ladies' Underwear in the Forest Wills and Munsing lines just
sinking lund in supplying required $4.iMH the tenth jear. The interest
received.
money for road building.
payments, ill told, would a; igrogate
.Mr.
.McClung' prefaced his discus$211,01111.
sion of sinking funds and road bond
MEN'S SUITS, OVERCOATS, SMOKING JACKETS AND
"Serial bonds ire designated as
issues by statements that bond issues
A complete line at exceedingly tempting
or .VlM years, etc., meaning
BATH ROBES.
years
are justified
for road improvement
that, the principal is to lie retired beMEN'S AND BOYS' UNDERWEAR in Munsing
v lien based upon careful estimates and
prices.
the ginning the first year, and then to be
that
seund business policies;
& Wright's.
is
needed reduced by so much each year theremere fact that a good road
W. Hickox.
show you a
Call and see us and give us an oppportunity to
to
is
not
the is- after, or that it is to be retired be.1. V.
warrant
sutticient
School
Superintendent
County
a
of
at
suance
that ginning the fifth year. etc. In the
article
meritorious
road
bonds;
tobuilding
and
bargain.
truly
really
Conway was at his desk once more
meantime, or until the first payment
a
bond
of
from
funds
the
expenditure
day, after a whirlwind tortr of the
issue should be directed by the most of principal, the investors receive on
schools.
county
competent authority possible, and thai the full amount.
Mrs. Harry fienjanilu, of Albuquer
"Sinking funds are mil only liable
tlie issuance of bonds should not be
que, is visiting her mother, Mrs.
investunwise
for a longer term of duration than the to misappropriation,
Mrs. Benjamin is accompanied term of the life of the
utility created ment, suspension and the like, but
by her children.
by the funds derived from the bonds. they are cosily. Their average earn
Coming to an intimate discussion of ings are little, if any, over
per, cent.
MANY DIE IN TYPHOON.
3C
bonds for road building. Mr. McCluug Serial ' bonds require a minimum of
said:
expense and produce a ma.vimum of
Washington,-D('., Nov. J it. The
"The advantages justly claimed for security. It is ckiinnd that when
2.h
Nov.
bond issues in road improvement are:' hand issue is serial lu; inveiilmeni j
typhoon that swept Wisayas,
of first, that they enable the community,' grows safer as it
practically destroyed
grows older iiud diCO. the town of Taclobiin, the capital of to reali.e immediately the benefit,, as minishes in principal.
BANK &
UNITED
the Leyte, according; to a dispatch re- such issues make possible the con"One of the objections advanced to
ceived today at the insular bureau struction of a considerable mileage, the serial plan is that the earlier
payv. herons cash taxation
would provide
from the governor general of the
ments are too large on account of
a
small
each
but
thus
year,
mileage
Philippines. The dispatch says 'hat
the large interest payments and a
indefinitely postponing the completion
the typhoon was the inosl destruo of
drain on the taxpayers. Howheavy
road
the
second, that the
Does a
the in the history of the island- at.u cost per milesystem;
ever, this applies only to the plan of
is
a
as
lowered,
large
artean
had come only a lew days
mileage can be more economically paying an equal amount on the prinother violent storm had passed o or constructed
than isolated
stretches cipal each year; the annual charge
j the island.
Your Patronage Solicited
built at long intervals: third that ;i!'d be made less from the beginning
The governor general reported that maintenance is cheaper for the same in, in ine smiting mud requirements
he was preparing to rush a ship to the rcarons that apply to construction; would be. The scheme is flexible, and
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
8. LAUGHUN, President.
aid of the stricken city, which has a .fourth, that, as posterity benefits by a plan can be worked out to suit til- the development of the local resour- most my condition. Xaturally, the
population of H.OH'i.
B.
LAMY,
J.
ces, posterity should help to bear the larger the payments on account ol
Heavy losses are also reported in
burden, and, fifth, that the increase principal in the early years the larger
Capiz, capital of the province of Pa- in the value of
lands and in the will be the saving in interest on the
nania. The governor general gave no volume of
business is immediate and loan."
estimate of the loss of life.
substantial, and is more than sufficient to meet the increased tax rate PHYSICIAN FACING SERIOUS
necessary to pay the interest on and
CHARGE FOUND DEAD.
to retire the bonds,
THIS LADY'S
bond
issues are usually
"Municipal
Denver, Colo., Xov. 2.t. Or. John
;b cured by a sinking fund, particular-l.- K. Sherrington, who had been subwhere the principle is to be re'
the coroner in an inves-- :
House with Bath and Electric
deemed after a long period. The bor-- i poenaed ofby
the death of .Maud White,
ligation
of
sums
of money for S, one of his
large
was found
Mrs. Hansen, In a Letter From rowing
and
lot has a frontage of 150 feet, 50
pcrioils lias reached such pro-- ; dead in his roompatients,
A
this morning.
it
is
that
How
an'
Tells
She
Gained
It.
portions
quesMobile,
important
a
one
block
half
from
and
Jawn. Location
tion to determine the most advantag- bottle half filled witli white powder
eous provisions for the liquidation of was found near the body. The city
Capitol Building.
Mobile, Ala. "I suffered for seven
these loans, d'enerally speaking. Ihe chemist will analyze the powder and
with
coroner will hold an autopsy upon
trouble."
writes
-womanly
years,
:
promise of a sinking fund appears to the
Mrs. Sigurd Hansen !n a letter from
give a proposed issue of bonds a tone his body. Friends of the physician,
this city. "I felt weak and always had of strength and security in the mind declare that he died of heart lailure.
Dr. Cherrington hud been (juestion-ea headache and was always going to jof the investor, because the ultimate
very closely by the police concernthe doctor. At last I was operated on, ' liquidation at maturity of the money
SURETY BONDS.
REAL ESTATE
and felt better, but soon I had the borrowed is theoretically
INSURANCE
assured ing his knowledge of the death of
same trouble.
through its operation. Few, however, Maude White, as years of age, who
x
endeavor to ascertain how sinking was employed by .Martin W. Treser,
Red
..
189.
to
me
asked
Cardul.
Phone,
My husband
try
I felt better after the first bottle, and funds operate. Experience teaches us L':;iS Ugden street, as housekeeper.
The young woman died Wednesday
that they are a doubtful assurance to
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,
now, I have a good appetite and sleep
the
lender
an
and the death certificate was
and
undernight
expensive
well. I feel fine, and the doctor tells
to the borrower.
signed by Dr. Cherrington, giving
me I am looking better than he ever taking
"To have any particular value the peritonitis as the cause of death. .Miss
saw me."
lor a sinking fund must be Whites brother, Charles C. White,
provisions
If you are sick and miserable, and
conscientiously carried out, and the did not learn of the death until yessuffer from any of the pains due to accumulated
funds must be advantag- - terday, lie notified the police and the
womanly trouble try Cardui.
et usly utilized in the purchase of its coroner, riie coroner was denied the
Cardul is successful because it
httlirl.4 for
iv,jin,.nl i,f ef n... .,,,,,,1 bedy of Mrs. Isabelle Howe, nurse in
composed of ingredients that have been bonds for investment. That the flrsl attendance.
The police department
found to act curatively on the woman-- ! i'i not always done is well known was called upon and the body
forcibly
:
and that the investment of the fund removed.
License lumbers,
Day of Night Phone, I JO Red,
ly constitution.
ii;
been
to
has
all soi ls of contingencies
For more than fifty years, it
Dr. Cherrington first denied to the
subject
Next Door to Postoffice.
used by women of all ages, with great is
that he had anything to do
police
euccess. Try it. Yo- - r druggist sells It
"However sound in theory a sinking' with the White case, but later adN. B
Write to: Lidfes' Ad i.nry Dfpt., Ctiatti- - fund may be, its administration cannot mitted that he had been attending her
for .SjwiaJ
be placed beyond the pale of human since last Saturday.
nooga Medicine Co., Chattanooei, Tnn.,
book. " Home Treatment
tvttnirtiont, and
The police are looking for Treser,
on
weakness; it always was and doubtin
Women."
request.
m
sent
plain wrapper,
I
less always will be an unknown quan who has not been at his home since
!
Jtity a speculation. There are tin-- ' Thursday morning.
certainties in the management of a
sinking fund which should receive
TO
SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT
H. S. KAUNE
CG. serious consideration bv all nubile-- i ENGINEERS FEAR FOR JOBS.
spirited men. It may be depleted by
alt i.al.-ruv i ,!, v
or incompetent officials or Confronted by 'the order lo'r d'ectrili
Lowes dishonest
Where Prices
by unfriendly legislation. Even with cation of Ihe Denver and Rio
(Irandr
for Safe Quality.
"int.: iiiuiiiigeuieiii. uie raie oi liner-- ' rallrnnii I'rnm Helper to Salt Lake
est yield canuoi lie conironeu, and
city the enginemen are relying upon
I'i'ii the securities must be sold to 111
agreement reached by arbitration
obiain Ihe fund w.Mh which to pay the between the eastern railroads
and the
debt for v, hich il was accumulated the brotherhood of Locomotive
lCnglneers
or
not
be
sufficient
may
may
proceeds
protect them in their employment
to cover the loan.
NEW MEXICO.
E. LAS VEGAS,
at the present wage scale. I'nder the
"Another uncertainty of the sink- decision of the arbiters steam loco'
OF
CAREFUL CON-- i
ing fund plan is that at the maturity motive engineers are to receive prefof a loan for which provision has been erence in the manning of the elect ric-a- :
Returns !
SISTENT BUYERS OF
Accurate Work-Qu- ick
made the amount necessary for the
engines.
loan may have been properly accumFOOD
THANKSGIVING
ulated in the fund, but only part
Praise This Remedy
of the fund may consist of the particWILL
REQUIREMENTS
ular loan to be redeemed, and the
For Consumption
balance may have been invested in
PLACE THEIR ORDER WITH US TOMORROW
tlm
wriitcn words of
If
voluntarily
other securities, which must be sold,
of
grateful pooplo living in all part
Altera-live- .
or ltie country, praising
are
whether
conditions
favorable
"f
for
treatment
Hundreds Will Come and Make Their not, to ibtain the funds
a remedy
the
necessary to roiiglia. colds,
throat and lung troubles,
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
is
Selections In Person, and Hundreds
are to he heticvod, this Tilrdi'-hipay the loan for which they were
tnuouut ol good for
doing a vast
More Will Make Their Wants
V(
loit
tnfi thouiPfiri'r),
you the names and words of
tstnkmg tunds do not amortize a and giveof to those
Known by Phone.
who deelare it
praise
offdebt; they merely convert it, or
them in many eases eoupled with
the writers' statements t i:)t it rcsiored
Will You Be Among Those W ho set it. The only true amortization is them
to health. This is a sample taken
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Eest
Will Profit By Allowing Us
extinction. The only way to sink a from many :
Sr.
Mary's
Aeademy. O'Neill. Nebraska.
A
to
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
is
debt
To Supply Your
pay it.
simple, rational
About seven years ago
";ent!etnen
and
economic
method
was
of
with the dread disease.
I
attacked
extinguishing
THANKSGIVING WANTS
I coughed
Tuberculosis.
unceasingly,
a debt is to pay it in approximately
could not sleep nor eat. even could not
104 DON GASPER ST.
We Have
This is speak out tond and could do no work.
Telephone 9 W
equal, periodic installments.
blood
raised
had three lieniorrliaires.
the serial bond method,
most of the time and suffered of night
Turkeys, Geese,
"Under this plan
the specific sweats, fever and chills. A specialist caseof
my
Ohio, pronounced
amounts to be
year on ac-- ; Columbus,
A little want ad costs hut a few
hopeless.
Ducks, Chickens, ccunt of principalpaidandeach
heard of your
are de-- ;
Nearly live yours ago
interest
A live paper make3 a live town. cents and
and procured some al once,
brings wonderful results
'ttrmined in advance, and the liability1 Alterative
with the result that 1 soon found myself
We ere makin a live paper. Read it. when published in the New Mexican.
rwvei i'Fdngea,;of
urape
to
health.
rruii,
For lie past tour
restored
is
the
reducedi
iasuillg uumicipality
Try one.
have boon utile to continue my
Blue Serge
Dresses
Blue Serge and Black Norfolk

m

MILLINERY

ROADS

and author.
Col. Ralph 10. Twilehell, lawyer and
historian, is 'here from the Meadow
City on leral business.
Charles Doll the well known salesman, is back in the city visiting his
relatives hero.
(). II. l'.ishop of the C. S. t'orestr
service, is at the Montexuina.
Reports received from London are
to the effect that Dr. Frederick M.
Bishop, physician, clubman and playwright, and well known to Santa Ke
society as simply "Doc" has been appointed general manaser of a big.
company. "Doc" is so busy that lie
can't find time to write but occasionally he sends printed messages in the
form of postcards.
Miss Hickox, principal of the Madrid school, was here for Thankssiv-ins- ,
and visited Mr. and Mrs. (jonie

and the following lines

15

RSONA

j5

,s the time t0 purchase your
Winter Wearing Apparel cheap

1A

PAGE FIX'

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

s

When in doubt, hesitate, meditate,
then call on or phone
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

CAPITAL S30,00000

General Banking Business

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
IF
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REAL ESTATE,
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i FOR SALE
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rt O. C. WATSON & CO.

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE CO.

R

HAVE JUST

RECEIVED

A

Kolorfast t
IS 'Matting I

-

appftitf

Lights; J
fruit trees
State

om

THE

COMPLETE LINE OF

Something NEW in
COLORS

GUARANTEED

FAST

to Sun and Water

jh-n-

t
i

Let us show you this excellent assortment of
UNUSUAL

FLOOR COVERING

LOW-PRICE-

UNDERTAKING

SPECIALTY

"A

d

t

MULLIGAN & RISING,

"

DIRECTORS

FUNERAL

LATEST PATTERNS IN WALL

1913

Styles received.

Also Finest Line of ENAMELS

(i

PAPER

1

and PAINTS, at

W. H. GOEBEL'S

in
ii

I

'

66-6-

t.

j

The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLFLETH
LINE of

i

i

WfivWait?

8

are

TAUPERT,

')

HUNDREDS

t-

-

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE
t

C.

SMELTING

4

REFINING
YEARS

CO.

ESTAHUSHED 20
863 Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.
TO DENTISTS
We wlUbuy vourGoldFUllntrs. Gold Scrap
and Platinum. Highest prices paid.

H. C. YONTZ,

San Frncisco

Stuet -

MS' theatre! J DNWJ
Wednesday, Dec. 4th.
THE SEASON'S BIGGEST

out a

INSURANCE

NOVELTY

WOODS & CHALKERS

Fire,

.Massive Production

rew

cents and brings .wonderful results
when published in the New Mexicar
Trv one.

Grapes, Fresh Tomatoes
KINDS

ALL

OF NUTS,

j

RAISINS, ETC

CHEESE OF ALL KINDS

Hi

S.

H ."UO.ilDo,

.rr-

II
-- rr

8

"VT-

THE GIRL

Where Prices are Lowest
..ai for Safe OliaHtV,

t

VZ:l
,t

for instance, running

d

fori

have always had
am also able to
heavy school work.
1
consider
much
manual
labor.
perforin
your medicine, if faithfully taken, a
most excellent remedy tor Consumption.
Mother Superior permits this testimonial.
SISTKIi MA Uli:.
(Signcdi
Sisters of SI.
IV Lilian's Alterative
is cITi ctive in Pnoi-chltiAsthma. Hay i"i vci : Throat and
I. nng Trouble, and in upbuilding I lw
system. Iioes not contain polscus, opiates
or habit forming drugs. Ask fi.r booklet
telling of recoveries and write to Koktnnn

Accident,

REAL ESTATE

FROM
City Property, Farms,

U. S. A.

Ranches, Orchards
Land

Dainty! Sweet! Pretty!;
An Kxtnumlitiiiiy K.xtritvrtKiiimi of
Kxtntordinury rectus of Two Hemispheres: A Drumatic Triumph of
a
VoritaMe Met it. JVeenteil
Well Selected Coinpnnyof I'lnyeis:

Magnificent

Settings!;

Grants,

75 cts. and $1.00
Seats at Fischer's Drug Store Monday,

tc

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W.,Room
LAIGHLIN

Price. 50 cts..

E

Surety Bonds
Of

Unctuous Comedy !
Unique Costumes!

1

years, $10(1,000 will be paid off!
each year, and interest will only be
. v.... ......
npinninn
,&
'nniri nil th,- romalnlno
I'li'ivni
amounts each year up to the time of!
maturity. Thus if nn iKcmo nf SI ftnrt
Laboratory, rhibidclphin. 1'a.. for evi000 4 per cent bonds were made, the
dence. For sale by all leading druggists
owners would receive JfO.OOO interest. ty Zook's Parmacy, Santa Fe.
tc--

CO.

-

years
teaching, anil though

Life.

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

liene-llte-

Are You a Seller? An advertls
ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible buyers.
A little want aa costs

'

--

t

1

HONEY SKNO BV KKTUHN MAIL

,

carry two desirable patterns, the
DIANA AND THE BRIDE' S; BOQUET,
we

Reliable Jeweler

,

s't'-h-

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

PHILA.

!

This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and

.rir-tainl-

for each' Set of olrt False Teeth senrt lis.
Highest prices pi id for old Hold, Silver,
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CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000

President.

The Oldest Bank in the State.

the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExTelegraphic
change Sales and Purchases effected.
transfers of money made.
It Is Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be bad when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
Time

HEADQUARTERS FOR HUNTERS.

Editor

Associate Editor
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Btly, per yer: by mall
Dally, t!x months, by mail
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Weekly, per year

S1.00
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per quarter, by carrier

THE VALLEY RANCH,
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J1.50
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Weekly, six months
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VALLEY RANCH, N.
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iSeasonJNow Open for All Kinds of Game, and there is plenty of it.
time. Send for Illustrated Booklet. .
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lone, but I mean a lot. of us was anx '
When you get what
iously awaiting the result of the Wol-- ;
t
lights. you want in the city,
and
The rounds were bulletined, posted af God knows what
find read in the clubs. I don't know I p r c e
j t s nof
just what it is Hint interests so many '! I enough.
T':?rs's no
contest in list
people, hut a
sacn filing C: '.'?ing
(lining teems to interest a ireineuu
satisfied.
ous percentage of cur citizenship.
"The Cuj
conof
the
it
is
spirit
suppose
quest which was in us from the very
beginning, just as far back as history
HOTEL ARRIUALS.
If two nn a. two baseball or
goes.
football tennis, two armies are match.
PALACE.
ed against each oilier we ask at. once:
Pauline I'hlfelder, City.
Who won," and we stand about the
Kinil I'hlfelder, City.
bulletin boards or scan the papers to
.Mrs. I'hlfelder, City.
find out. We can scarcely wait to
Mr. and Airs. A. C. McAllister, Tesit-quo- .
j

HO

BYSTANDER

THE

A5

;

Kivers-.Uundo-

nast-Ritchl-

SEES IT

"All of Today's News Today"
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UNHERALDED HEROISM

We are often startled y some act of heroism which awakens in us an
a.lniirat ion which amounts almost to reverence.
These deeds are heralded til" world over.
Almost dailv. somewhere, in some American city or (own, heroism h
shown til to hold place with those acts that shine out so brilliantly n in iti tin1
and misery of war.
clan, or. the crash, the sacriticia!
l!nt the world Knows nothing of it.
It is not headiinid in the newspapers.
Some one suffers, perhaps gives up life to save another, bill when the
little procession moves slowly, solemnly toward the cemetery bearing hither-warthe mutilated body of some unknown hero or heroine no one knows
by the tragedy.
of it. exci pt the i, '.mediate neighbors or iho-- e
In the news items of an eastern paper, the other day, was the following
from iali iniore :
-l
With her
baby clasped to her breast. Mrs. Barbara
Muster today fought with almost superhuman strength to save her
With he:
boy, .lames, from being torn to pieces by a vicious bulldog.
one free arm the woman battled wit It the massive terrier for more than
III minutes, and was seriously injured.
Several limes she tore the dog's
grip from the limbs of her child, and was nearly exhausted when policemen
arrived and shot the ferocious canine. Once during tile fight, she laid her
infant on the floor of the porch and forced her list into the dog's mouth
and pushed him away from the older boy."
mother love,
It was just another example of the great, never-failindivine in its attributes, and ever ready for immolation.
It is always there, deep down in the mother's heart, only waiting for some
expression, and ever ready to give of its surpassing fullness, when the spring
is touched, either in sympathy or sacrilice.
There is naught about it of
It is not given that the world may know.
excitement or hope of glory or reward.
There is no external inspiration to give it life.
II is just the mother love.
There is nothing in the world just like it, is there?
It awakens at once our deepest sympathy when given in all its fullness
as in the instance at Baltimore, but before it we bow in reverence and in
wonder. Cod has given to this strange element of life which we call humanity, nothing that matches the love of a mother for her child.
,
It is more
than any auality which is known in this erratic, oddand in many ways. weak, old world.
heart-broke-

i
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;
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J. Wight Giddings
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JUST CUSTOM.
Custom is a ijueer thing and humanity is a funny compound.
am thinking of yesterday. It has
.become a custom thai seems inviolate
that we must eat on Thanksgiving
until we are in misery and look like
We say. before the
a punching bag.
operation that we will not do it, lor
wo have in mind the conditions that
snrrounded last year's least.
Then we draw up to the table. There
Don't it
is that kingly bird,
(lee!
:look good. It is browned belter even
.than usual and the hostess says it
was one of the best she ever saw.
li was raised right in New Mexico, and
is as good as any of those that were
shipped in from Kansas.
You watch the rarver as he draws
the knife down over the bosom of the
bird and you cannot believe that the
chest nut ted turkey sent to Taft by
lienry Vose can be any better than
this one.
Then there is the dressing, with an
odor sweeter than the perfumes of
Arabia, and all the b longings that
go with this annual feast day. and you
forget last year, and you say. "Well,
here goes. It's only once a year anyhow," and the process of accumulating misery begins.
Then comes the same old night, the
same old dreams, the same stomachic inconvenience and the morning al-

Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
business.
.1. B. READ,
FRANK McKANE,

-

j

does not seem as if it would be
of any special interest,
generally
speaking, which el four lightweight
puglilists could hit the hardest, hut it
certainly is of interest, and there were
as many anxious empiiries about the
prize fights as there were concerning
the result of the presidential eIec-- !

(4)

Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

mavm

ZARAPERIA MEX1CANA,
EDDY DELGADO,

PROPRIETOR.

MAXfFACTCKKH OF

know.
It

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.

FOUR PER CENT

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Oscar McAllister, Tosuque.
Kd Alies, TesiKjue.

Helen

1.. Winter, City.
Harmon Parklmrst, Syracuse.
I'rof. and Mrs. Norton, City.
Charles S. Hill, Denver.
S. Fischer. St. Louis.
(1. Ateliinsen, Chicago.
Otto A. Alagee. St. Joseph, .Mo.
Ralph E. Twitehell. Las Vegas.
Thomas White, Los Angeles.

Both Native and

T.

Germanton

Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.

119 Don

(iaspar Avenue.

(it-org-

lion.
Wo are a strange combination anyway, and are consumed with conllict-innotions, erratic not ions and inexplicable vagaries, lint, we do like,
to know who won in the prize fights.
g

C.

11.

S.

K.

THE
PALACE
SANTA FE, N.

Miller, Chicago.
1

iugenberger, Topeka.
MONTEZUMA.

M.

J. Porter Jones, Albuquerque.
.Mateo l.tijan and son. City.
MURDERER STILL AT LARGE
O. 11. Bishop, Forestry Service.
Denver. Nov. 2!t. Frank L. Smith
A. R. Steiner, Kansas City.
and .lames A. Stilton, who escaped
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kssingor, Chilrom the Adams county Jail at Brightare no cago.
on, Wednesday, apparently
A. II. May, Nogales.
nearer capture today than immediateAir. and Airs. .McAllister. Tosuque.
ly after the jail break. The last seen
ter.
of the men was near a cross road
CORONADO.
That old school of experience is leading north to Cheyenne and Fort
M. Martinez, Abiquiu.
one that gives striking lessons, and .Morgan.
P. R. Sandoval, City.
though we have all of in attended it
EUROPEAN.
Authorities in the two cities have
and been taught and taught and' been notified Smith is the
F.dward Howard, Denver.
It is:
T. R. Bron. Denver.
taught, yet we do not learn.
murderer of .los. II. Stingley, a
line not only of the Thanksgiving din-- ; Denver detective.
R. W. Stale. Arvada, Colo.
ner. but of a lot of things in life, and
S. .1. Thomas, ("lovis.
suppose this experience school was HYDE CASE IS
C. K. Henderson, Telluride, Colo.
opened just for the purpose of teachNEARING TO AN END.
ing us. too. We idle our time away
New York. Nov. I'll. Today marked WILL PATRICK FIGHT
in it just as we used to do in the real the close of the trial of Charles H.
FOR BIG ESTATE?
wc
school house, back there, when
New York, X. Y., Nov. 2!). Whethchamberlain, charged
Hyde,
were kids. Sometimes
think we ire with bribery. Counsel for the de er Albert T.
Patrick, who was pardon- pretty dull scholars, after all.
fense summed up and this morning eu by Governor Dix, will make a light
Assistant District Attorney
Frank for the millions left by Wm. .Marsh
LAURA JEAN'S MISTAKE.
Alos will sum up for the prosecution.
Rice, the millionaire, he was accus- in one of her effusions on life and
at-- ' ed of having murdered,
29.
may be set- An
St.
Nov.
Petersburg,
its P0Ple,
Jean Libby says:
a
at
"eu
conference
between
today
How far afield are they in the tempt was made by a body of students
truth of the matter who dreamily im- to organize a demonstration outside l'atric.k and his counsel, former Judge
embassay in Olcott. Patricfl was beneficiary under
agine that wedded bliss is the hap- the
what was by him alleged to be Rice's
piest state of existence Ask any niar-rie- St. Petersburg today, but was frus-- ! wi"man or woman with years of ex- t rated by the authorities.
perience to their credit. Ten to one
tb.ey will answer that the jolly court-Then
ing days were the happiest.
there were no clouds to mar the sun-- !
shine. Expectations were high as the

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER

NEW MANAGEMENT.

PLAN.

AMERICAN

LEADING COMMERCIAL

HOTEL.

American Plan, $2.50 and up. i
Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

etf-cit-

I

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The
We think of romance at once.
The very words are startling.
dreary novels of adventure of these days, about one a season, start out.or wind up, with a lost tribe of people. Hut when the explorers, Steffansson mill Anderson, tell us of a tribe of white savages in the arctic wilderness
between Hudson's Bay and the AlacKenzie River we feel a thrill of interest
which the fiction writers fail to evoke.
For this story is true! Steffansson was the first white man, other than
their own people, who had conic within their ken. They are an ethnic island
in a sea of red and yellow peoples.
clouds."
Then she goes on with some more
Thev are true savages. They have no modern implements ot any tuna,
,ud no firearms. They hunt with a crude bow, and spear fish through holes: talk on peeping through the curtains To The Editor of the New .Mexican:
illustration of our needs, when workin the ice. They make tire by striking two flint stones together, and cool; watching tor your lover and all that
to express to the people ot men had to be brought here to do the
want
kind of thing.
their food.
this work, work that had our own good people
Of course that was a happy 'time. New Mexico before leaving
no
have
of
no
and
no
They
have
ceremony
marriage.
religion
been skilled in the work, they might
a candidate for reappointThey
not
am
as
All
been
who
of
us
this
have
through
co-- j have had
They simply exist. They are without history,
idols, and no aspirations.
that money. There was
their
of
my
ment,
appreciation
canecstatic season realize it, but
inrecords, or legends, and their language, as far as it has been studied, throws not
sixty thousand dollars spent for labor
with Laura Jean on her lurid opeiation in the pioneer days of
agree
no light on their origin.
Labor was imported from
ot courting days as com- dustrial education. The work is novt alone.
In appearance they are typical white men. with blue eyes and light hair. description
c
car-nave
m
but
its
l
uiuauoma,
aiiiouuia, aim even
with
sort
of
only
the
infancy,
satisfied, quiet
Their features, instead of being of the .Mongolian cast, like those of the Es- pared
York
and
it
the
City.
Carpenters labor for as
tied
stage
read-,follows.
on
creeping
To
past
that
'
go
happiness
of
the Caucasian type.
quimaux, are
now that it iias its start, I feel that many hours as they wanted to work,
this
has
enthusiastic
what
writer
ing
Some one suggests that they are descended from the survivors of the to saw one would think that "sitting! lie hand ol the people will be extend- was from fifty-fivto eighty cents per
Sir John Franklin expedition of 1M0. but that theory is absurd. The favorite on the sofa holding hands," was the ed to help the w ork along.
hour.
Painters received sixty-fivcents per hour. Plasters from Calitheory is that they are descendants of the Icelanders, who visited the shores most ecstatic happiness in all the
this- work
was
first
Vh(,
of North America a thousand years ago. Hut even in this case, in spile
cents per hour.
fornia, seventy-fiv- e
of
was
lack
a
decided
there
gurated
of the lapse of time, the language should show Scandinavian characteristics
It isn't though.
can remember illteresti bllt the interest has been While forty to fifty of the Spanish-AmericaWhat is the lesson? It is this: These white savages have simply been and so can every man, when he
men worked for a pitiful one
am, t,K, worl. is bound t0
cut off from the currents of life which make for progress. What they are, tired almost to death at the endwasj.,roused
cents per day,
dollar and twenty-fivof f
flve
had
have
W(,
ahead
only
race.
white
of
the
we were when they were separated from the main body
because they were not trained
the day's work and went to the place m(mthB ,o
simply
u
the
before
s,arte(1
We have been redeemed from savagery, he called home. It was a little
We have not civilized ourselves.
workmen. Whose fault is this? The
eight
by life with our fellow men, under warm skies and on fruitful soil. For us1 by ten hotel room or a larger one, end of the liseal year, but in spite of fault of the people, because we have
the whole world has labored to build up civilisation. These poor people' perhaps in a rooming house, and it that fact, there has been time enough not furnished the education in the
t.iimkp
showiny. This
have only what they could do for themselves.
was lonely and barren and cheerless.
Santa Fe,
lu
it .imnui Beliools that they needed.
"It is lie thai hath made us, and not we ourselves."
.,i,
to
wasn't
There
talk to, there
thousand
had
with
anyone
eight
population,
n
Alexwasn't any brightness in it, and the be in every city school in New
not a brickmason who could build an
ico
but
today.
And next comes Christmas. It is the day of days for the kiddies,
pall of lonesomeness enveloped one
arch over the boiler of the heating
it lias become a day of almost dread. The Christinas list. with a gloom that was sickenin. Then
The reports from the rural work plant.
for the grown-upThese conditions are not
growing ever longer, and a very ghost of worry lest some one who should j0u went to the boarding house. There i especially good in fact, the lonely alone in Santa Fe, but all over the
'
an
the
or
on
over,
it
been
was
lias
old
an
were
to
same
the
make
is
and
unexpected gift
satislied
crowd
rural teacher
anxiety
appear
you
forgotten;
state, among the people who have
which may come, but for which no return provision has been made; or the not in a mood to hear the ceaseless effort and is doing that in many cases. been educated in our schools.
bank account, the elasticity of which has been stretched to the limit, all chatter 1hat goes on at that boarding This pioneering is indeed a proposiI want to see in Santa Fe a
night
make Christmas a day which it was never intended to be. and one rather house table.
And. doggone it. the tion. Our first great work is preparof despondency than joy.
menu is as changeless as the flow of ing our teachers and so many of our continuation school started for these
Here are the same schools are not abreast of the times. young men and women who need to
conversation.
I want to see
know how to work.
A trainload
of painted oranges from California has been seized and dis-- ! things to eat that we had last night. I visited a number of county institu-- , also a
school where
big industrial
before
the
before
and
the
a
fair
do
could
nature
considered
it
night
been
that
has
night
pretty
carded,
tes this summer where the necessity trades can be learned. Y'ou cannot
generally
that.
since
1
but
the
California
stunt at fruit painting,
people think,
evidently
lor this work was apparent and be-- ; make them all carpentrs. printers,
It is not like going home at the end
remarkable transformations and infusions in plant life, that they
lieve next year will see more and painters, blacksmiths, etc., but you
o1'
to
the day's work,
find a cheery more of
will take a hand at it, too, but when it comes to attempting to outstrip the
The can make them some one of these
this work being done.
you,
only real artist in tinting fruit, they would do better to call a halt in their greeting, comfort surrounding
which is interest, was all
foundation,
things and Santa Fe city as the capi-and good things on the table, different
ambitions in the paint line.
be hoped for this year, but tal seems the ideal location for this
from yesterday. And there's the same that could
0
in
we
work
have
started
actual
many reason, the products of this work
Now
chap bus dev.!.ued that the flour from sorghum seed is superio-- 1 eirl that made courting days delicious,
tile smaller towns.
would be recognized by the peooie
to buckwheat and makes better cakes. Can't be. The next thing we know, only she's even more perfect than you hi
To me, especially, was the display from all over the state who would
some fool will be telling us that a pie made from the western gourd that ' thought.
I don't mean'
No. Laura, the days of courtship at Albuquerque interesting as many,isit the capital city.
pumpkin
grows wild on our plains is better than the old fashioned home-madare not the best and there is some- had work there that was the result of to say that this should interfere with
pie.
n
thing better in life than even sitting the interest created in the institutes, the work started in the public
This 1 know from personal contact schools, for the public school simply
A certain variety of duck, called the Indian Runner, will produce more on the sofa holding hands."
uncovers the talents.
with the teachers myself.
eggs than a leghorn hen, according to a writer in the Country Centlenian.
SPORT FANS.
That's going some. Probably the bird has to run to keep the eggs from falling
Now, that the work has gained
Trusting that the people will sup-on each other.
at San Francisco and recognition and having worked so port this new issue in our schools
Yesterday
0
Los
there were prize fights, earnestly for its establishment and and give to the future director of in- - j
Wilson is resting in Bermuda, his A Angeles
Well, anyway, while President-elec- t
way to celebrate Thanksgiv- - that it is established, 1 feel that if. dustrial education their heary support
funny
home friends have been working and they will have a nice and complete cabi- ing day, isn't it? It shows a certain can be
safely turned over to other and feel that the director needs co
net slate to hand him when he returns to New Jersey.
element of degeneration in our make j hands.
operation, that the work is new, the;
(i
in-- :
1 want to
conditions so varied, more so than j
same
the
feel
up.
always
Senator Foraker arises to remark that all the republicans lack is haris in common be jteiest, heart and soul in this work, almost any other state in the union,
what
there
Just
to
all
a
be
lack
is
one
is
where
said
The
water.
There
place
may
they
mony.
not expect startling results in
tween giving thanks for mercies and' It has been the dream of my life dur-;I- o
aj
be as difficult to get as the other.
n
blessings, and trying to knock an op- - ing my residence in New Mexico to year, but give them adequate time to
launch this great movement before
A Pittsburg
preacher says there are 15.000 sun worshippers in the ponent out, even if you have to kill see a law introducing this into the
him to do it, is difficult to discover. schools. The dream came true. It condemning the work, and for the
t'nited States. More'n that, among moon worshippers on summer nights.
The two things do not seem to belong will always be a credit to the mem- - future welfare, I beg of the public to
vice
not
are
that
together in any possible sense, butchers of our first state legislature that, he generous and realize how difficult:
considered
worth
It is presumed
presidents
in
his pension plan. They can just go back to work. Thanksgiving day has grown to be re-- ! they passed the law creating indus 'he task of converting the many
by Mr. Carnegie
of skeptics in this new work.
tr
garded as merely a holiday and aside ' trial education. The necessities
i
MRS. THERESA B. "WHITE.
Mrs. Wilson has selected an Ohio woman to act as her social secretary. from turkey eating the main features this work stare us in the face every,
Ohio never seems to lack in official timber, be it masculine or feminine, and are football and fighting.
day and I do feel that the building Director of Industrial Education for
Xew Mexico.
the beautiful Masonic Temple is an
Last night everyone I say every-o- f
they always seem to land.

i

The Montezuma Hotel

Austro-Hungaria-

-

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

THE FORUM.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

suit witn

Rooms en

private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

-

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
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HOOM 21. CA

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

R0SWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.

'.events

i

;

of Surely

Located in the beautiful Pecos
Valley 8. TOO feet above sealevel,
sunshine every day. Onen air
work throughout the entire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewheie in America. Pour-tee- n
officers and Instructors, all
graduates from stnudardEa stern colleges.
Ten buildirius,
modern in every respect.
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This Should Keep
The Baby Healthy
Don't Become Alarmed
When it is
But Give This Fine

j

Laxative.

I

It is often difficult to Ml just what
is the. matter with a crying, peevish,
baby or child too youns to express))
its feelinss in words, but as a general
ride the mother will IHid that there!
is a tendency to constipation, wim'h
);p.s brought on a headache or nervThe iittle one lias no pain,
ousness.
but feels "out of sorts."
The (irsl thing to try is a family
remedy containing good but mild laxative properties, and many mothers
will say that their choice would he

j

NET

fef!MJ

,!

Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Thousands of mothers keep it in the house
for such emergencies, among whom
may be mentioned Mr D. C. Head,

e

abso-jyot-

i.

Indoor
,8

CLARENCE

CARROLL

HEAD

cf

MONEY ON

A

CITY DUMP.

of sunlight exercise
which nature intended, and vital
body-forc-
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BAR BRIDGE CAUSES WRECK.
A
coroner's
Philadelphia, Nov.
jury today held un impiest into the
death of four persons in Wednesday's
railroad
wreck on the Pennsylvania
at Cleim Loch, render ng a verdict
this afternoon that the accident was
due to the sagging of a bridge.
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'In;
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I'adiuah, Ky., Nov. J!i. Knimett S.
Hagby, assistant cashier of the Citv
National bank of I'aducah. shot and
killed himself' in the basement of the
bank house today. Oflicials of the
hank refused to make a statement,
but, it is known that two examiner
are working on the institution'
books.
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onvocat ion
Monday of ea h month conn iv N. M.
at .Masonic Hal! at
7: "0 P. m.
KYFIiVMODV uses brushes.
We
have a new and complete line for
('HAS. A. Will' i v .
p. every purpose.
ARTHUR SIC LI CM AN,
We want a live agi nl
to represent us in this
Secrelat'v.
County and
Sialic Full particulars on request.
Santa Ie Cotninamlerj Fuller Brush Company, Wichita. Fans.
No. 1, K. T. Regular
WANTKD
Two
and
conclave fourth Mon
day in each month it livii'e. muni suitably furnished, with
Masonic Hall at 7: la private hath if possible, would prefer luiard also, during session of Icgis- p. in.
w If. KKNNKDY, K. C
la ii
Add res; linx '("". care New
W. K, (i R1FFIN. Recorder.
Mexican.
v

(
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large,

$110.00 buys a b
tion runabout and
and line set oi single harness
l.utk'i1 tin-il- ,
Mont ezunia
fc A. M
Then, t 'orrick.
No. 1, .v
Itcguiar cominuiii
alien first Monday
Film. 'h-'una !vith
I'll;
of ci-l- i
month at
b'Ct ric light
eal.
ho'
and
at cchl wall
Masonic
Hall
d use in batn
$
7 :."'!.
ll oil
in per i.iiieiil tenants
li,is ofliee
MM'oitT). W. M.

Santa

12

nipany offered fl.tlilu reward for its
return.
Three workmen who live in shack
on the city dump will divide the thouWhile
sand dollars between them.
digging up sand last nighl to throw
upon a wed fire that threatened their
homes, they came upon the first of
the sacks. They carried it to the fedOflicials set about
eral authorities.
digging for the other sack today and
uncovered it within a few yards of
where the first was tumid The bonds
were in good condition.

KKN I"
Four
hoi water, heat.
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Scott's Emulsion makes
energy, health and strength.
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is the concentrated
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SAI.K
A good
Dishop s ratich, :

L'oi

to check this decline.
It refreshes the body by making healthy
blood and is nature's ,
aid to fortifv the lurnrs and
fx
prevent tuberculosis.

pure

FOl;

l'hone

i

are slowly reduced.

es

c

Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 2'.i. Bonds
tohaving a face value of JMo.iiiiu
small
a
and
checks
with
gether
amount, of coupons that disappeared
lure July .1 last, when two registered
mail sacks were stolen while en route
fiom the postotnee to the railway station her, were found today on the city
dump by there laborers.
The bonds were Waco, Texas, city
aid well, 115 paper, which at the time they disapwill do to Dr. W. 11.
from a mail trolley can enroute
Washington St., Monticello, 111., ana peared
.... ...-- ,
ituoutui aiauvn,
a free sample bottle will be mailed
t
linsi comResults are always guaranteed 'snipped ny tne oinmerce
pany of this city to the Guarantee
or money wi.t be refunded.
Trust company of New York. They
were insured by an Knglish concern
for the full amount, $1lo,oon. which
was paid two weeks after the disappearance. Police and federal officials
could find no clew as to what had become of the paper and the insurance

every kind prevent the

freedom

-

never again he cathartics, pills, salts
or such harsh physics, for they are
usually unnecessary, and in Ihe case
of children, women and elderly people
iu' a B'l'PUt shock to the system, and
hence should be avoided.
If no member of your family has
ever used Syrup Pepsin and you would
like to make a personal trial of it before buying it in the regular way of a
druggist, send your address a postal

j j

Occupations

36t

she produced another
litter oi nine pigs, which are worth
at tills time $ir each, or !fi:ji.
November 10, 1S12 she introduced
another family, this time of ten, to
tlie highly pleased owner. These pigs
are worth not l"ss than $10 each, or
$liiO for the bunch.
The next day, November 11. two of!
the first crop of pigs showed their
aversion to race suicide by bringing
into IhV world 10 pigs each, which, at
tho same valuation, makes the lot
worth $200.
.Mr. Nolan would not sell the pigs
at. the prices quoted, but as these are
'average prices for average pigs, the
figures are used to give some ide i of
the profits. Maxwell Mail.

IPX

had in go home until :he iv nvercd
" r l.i aiih.
She suiswvd from i:
disc;';-!'- ,
hroii
i:ilTliiiK
and
u'iih typhoid. Frank C
rial iuv esl mator fol- the
ilniMc,
oi'li .stale labor bureau, merely
'Visiting (In- fame places later on a
lour of inspection, was ;itlne;eil
by
ihc rami' throat disease, and lias just
recovered,

,

is
in

.May 12. 1H12.

Dr.

Worth,
.Mgr., Head
Drug Co. ,
Tex., father of Charles Carroll Head,
and Mr. 1.. Sutton, D:! Alaska l'lace,
Colo.
Denver,
They and others
are glad to say that Syrup Pepsin
saved tliem many an illness and many
a large doctor bill, for by administering it promptly, when tho first
symptoms of illness were noticed,
thev prevented a serious ailment.
II in ho nleiisaiit-tastinthat no child
will refuse, it. and as it does not gripe,
the child is glad to take it again. A
bottle can be obtained of any druggist
for fifty cents or one dollar, the latter
being the size bought by families already familiar with its merits.
Syrup Pepsin is for all the family
from infancy to old age, and because
of its mildness families should prefer
it over all other remedies. It is
lutely safe and reliable. You will

MONEY 'IN PIGS.
the way pUs grow into
S, pteinin r
Maxwell,
(in
money
II. lull, John Nolan Imugfil a young'
sow from the prize winning pen of ('.
Hurk, at the Rocky Ford fair. Tho
sow was moved here, and given com-- ;
portable quarters at the Nolan ranch.
On November in, lull, she gave birth
to nine pigs, all of which lived. Six
of these were sold
for $!iir. The
three remaining are worth $75.

Her,'

(

l

From 10 to 50 dc urees was tne
Santa Fo Lodge of Po:lection No. 1, Hth detinge in temepratiiro yesterday with
an average relative humidity of :!!
gree. Ancient and Ao
copied Scottish Rite of
per cent. Says the weather man:
Free Masonry meets on
"Clear and pleasant day was yesterday, with the normal mean tempera-t- the third .Monday of each month at
7. SO o'clock in the evening in Masonre."
ic Hall, south side ol Plaza.
isihug
Bimbo and NeVille again tonight Scottish Rite Masons are cordially in
at the L'lks' in their very clever act. vitcd lo attend.
JAMK3 A. MASSIK, 32,
See it tonight.
Venerable Master.

WANTFI)
I'y .lauuaiy 1st, I'.il'i,
two or three rooms for light
stoves.
keeping, nufu
except
Must be light cheerful rooms
A li',
antlv located
care

-

-

I

house-iiiishc-

.
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pleas-Addre-

.Mexican.
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TYPEWRITERS
('leaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and
plies. Typewriters sold, excbcaligej
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guarExanteed. Santa Fe Typewriter
change, Phone S', W.

ing to the discussion of the Dlack
B. P. O. E.
mesa project which is now practically
Santa Fe LodgeNo
FILTH
AND
OF
DISEASE
TESTIMONY
assured of being saved to the interests
SHOCKING
O'REILLY GIVES
P. O. E.
100, 15.
of Raton and the deal consummated
holds
its regular
for the irrigation of nooo acres of ag- session on the secricultural land adjacent to this city.
IN CANNERIES.
fourth
ond
and
Tile committee was busy this morning
Wednesday cf each
ATTORNEYS AT LA W.
on the work of soliciting the $"(100
W.
BY
DR.
WILEY.
HARVEY
DIRTY FACTORIES
OF
month. V i i t ing
more in stock needed to complete the INVESTIGATOR FOR NEW MEXICAN TELLS
WORKERS
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
brothers are invitSHE SAW, AND OF THE UNCLEAN AND DISEASED
required $10,000 to float the proposi-- j
IMFamous Pure Food Expert and Formed and welcome.
WHO HANDLE FOOD AND WHOSE EMPLOYERS MAKE IT
City Attorney.
tion. Over $sono lias been secured to
er Government Chemist.
FRANK T. RLANDY,
POSSIBLE FOR THEM TO BE CLEAN AND HEALTHY.
Capita City Dank Building,
date.
It is intolerable that any one workKxalted Ruler,
Rooms
Mr. C. F. Hortenstein, of Kansas!
the food of the people with unclean ing with dirty and bandaged hands,
I'., M. A. L1ENAU,
Santa Fe, Nev Mexico.
My Mary lioyle O'Reilly.)
as-was
and
the
assured
City,
present
The canned food consumed by the hands ?
Secretary
sociation that if the $10,000 of stock
THAT'S THE TRUTH.
to live in such
is preHARRY D. MCULTON,
People forced
The American tourist of today is was subscribed, he would guarantee people of the Fnited States
.
are in no condition of body
Fe Camp
Attorney-at-LawSanta
not aware of the scenic fascinations to place the remainder of the stock. pared, only too often, amid conditions shanties
to prepare food. A plague
M. W. a.!
whose
or
health
workers
Santa
DJ.Ill,
New
of
Mexico.
by
filth,
Fe,
revolting
If
to
is
see
the turning of the
of the great mountain section of the
hoped
meets second Tues- and diseased, and of insects more dangerous than beasts
Formerly Special Agent, G. L O.
west; he is not aware of the, exhilar- first dirt on the project before Decem- bodies are unclean
these pestilential
day each month, so- Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
who are forced to live and work in an of prey infects
ation that. comes from weeks spent in ber is far advanced. Raton Range,
cial meeting third
environment that makes cleanliness places. The common house fly, breedthe foothills of the Rockies, as well as
which
the
louse
at Fire- Chas. F. Easley, . Chas. R. Easley,
Tuesday
fever,
ing
health
and
typhoid
impossible.
TRADE DAY A GO.
crossing the main ranges through the
carVisit
which
Hall.
the
man's
tick
transmits
typnua,
EASLEY & EASLEY.
tgy?'
think few canneries nowadays put
various passes: he is ignorant of the
Now, let's all get together on this
the bed bug, reing neighbors welcome.
Attorneys-at-- '
aw.
hoiinCless wealth of the great plateau and boost and work to make a suc rotten fruit or vegetables into the ries spotted fever,
A. (i. WHITTIER, Consul.
for tuberculosis and oriental
Practice in the Courts and lefor
land between the Rockies and the cess of it. We have a good little town cans. There is too much to be lost sponsible
canCHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
Land Department.
coast ranges, and he has not grasped and we know it; we have the re by having such stuff returned to sore, all swarm in the neglected
Land grants and titles examined.
the stimulating benefits that comei sources to make a still better one. them.. And if disease germs get into nery camps.
ODD FELLOWS,
Even in the factories themselves
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Kstanfrom weeks of
life in the, What is needed is a large sized injec-I.
O.
O.
F,
2,
No.
there are seldom decent lavatories.
cia, X. M.
great tourists' playground of the. tion of the ginger germ. Sitting still
Santa Fe Lodg
I'nhealed hands, sore eyes, paraAmerican continent. Wagon Mound and telling hard luck tales, like many
meets
regularly
inevitare
the
skin
sitic affections of
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ACVk.x-TISE- ?
1'antagraph.
here have done for the past three or
every Thursday evening at S o'clocl
f) CL'MtOlNJT
able. Wounds fester, foul diseases
four years, while waiting for the other
in
Odd
Fellows
broth
Hall.
Visiting
menace and infested heads are the
HOLDS THE BEAN BELT.
Tell your story to
fellow to do it all, has never yet made
ers always welcome.
DR. YVILKY.
rule
among
unprotected snippers,
2,000,000
H. F. Mathews wears the belt so. a
town
or anything else except
Readers
in
the
peelers and cutters engaged
Twelve Dollars.
or suffering from diseased bodies, FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
far in the sale of beans. He sold a patches on your pants.
food.
of
wholesale
preparation
We will place your
should be packing food products.
adverti
carload, .'io.iiiiii pounds, all of his own
Sitting on a goods box w hittling
Lodge No. li.V.f, Holds its regulat
room
In one typical preparing
should be working meeting on the first Thursday of each aient :a 20 leading newspapers' Sue-da- y
raising, for $2.50 per hundred on the won't, get you anything.
one
That
any
where I worked, nearly all the women on
Now that the gentlemen
track here. The beans were shipped
of the
issue, for $12 per insertion. Dedirty factory floors and forced To tiiontn at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
had crudely bandaged hands, with
to Magdalena. Mr. Mathews will also' ISooster's club, who are boosting the
suf- Visiting brothers are invited and wel
live in dirty quarters without
scriptive circular FREE.
in
'or
sores
retarded
cuts or
healing,
have a car of corn to, sell and will Trade Day proposition, have gotten;
.1. A. RAEL, F. M.
THE PROBERT ADVERT!3INU
ficient water or sanitary provisions is come.
"
palms blistered from prolonged pres-- ' a direct threat to every consumer of DAVID GONZALES. Secretary.
doubtless have no trouble in dispos-- together, let every citizen of this comAGENCY,
sure of the paring knife. These
ing of it as corn seems to be as good munity put his shoulder to the wheel
Taos, New Mexico.
(aimed
goods
prepare.
they
hands handled the raw vegetables
as gold. His corn is yielding about; and take a hand in helping things
F. W. FARMER
It is also sufficient, to warrant tho
that went into the cans,
No.
thirty-fivHomes.tead
bushels to the acre. He along.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
from
of
inter
such
exclusion
products
Tomatoes are all hand work; ihe
calls his potatoes a failure this year,
It is not alone of advantage to the
2879, Brother
Dentist.
commerce
the
state
under
provisions
one hundred merchants and others who have some-- '
skinning and coring is messy, slop-- , of the national
hood of Ameri
at! he got only about
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
and
food
drugu
pure
I
saw
one
in
Yet
py task.
factory
bushels of sorted potatoes from five' thing to sell, but it is also advantacan Yoemen.
Rooms 1, ; and 3.
six women dripping with sweat and act.
Meets first Frl Phone Red tj.
acres, but they are line in quality. He geous to everyone having any interest
on the potato in the welfare of the town and com-- i
Iglutenous juice toiling at the stripping
is not discouraged
Oflico Hours S a. in. to 5 p. m.
day of the
troughs in clouds of steam, their cut
month at the
question, however, and declares his munity to bring people here; get them
And by Appointment.
in
hands wrapped
dirty rags, the
intention of planting a large acreage in the. habit of coming here. Keep
Firemen's Hall,
H. Foreman, A. R. Robinson.
next year. Kstancia
speediest worker suffering from a
the name of Fort Sumner continually
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
M.
shocking rash on face and arms. The
before the outside people and we will
MARY BOYLE ORK1LLY.
place was, as the workers phrased it,!
ANOTHER BIG WELL.
not only draw trade but new inhabi-- .
DON GASPAR
RESIDENCE,
Last week Clarence Disney finished tants as well. -- Fort Sumner Review the cans it may be that the persons "too nasly to sit down.
TIME TABLE ALL
2 beet
out
ot
AVE
I"
swine
a
another
as
odorous
pen.
factory,
reeking muck,
who eat the contents are reasonably
drilling a well for Arthur Poole on
I
saw the hands of 1!U I saw the tomato pack of a canLOCAL TRAINS
BADLY HURT.
his homestead five miles southeast of
Phone, 220 Red
safe because every can is sterilized at toppers
Tint I'd rather not esti-- .
D"""ifi
nery in another town scalded in the
D. K. Davenport was found in the the factory.
Columbus, which bids fair to become
OFFICE
WATER ST.
nuunun, aim une ugeu wo scum of a bronze-browliquid in a
one of the best in the valley.
The following are the tlaia table
turntable pit in front of the round mate the number of people in these uiiueaieu
anis
no
man
were
ana
from
vat
which
wooden
inroui
foul
snocKing
of the local railroads:
jne arm was sent down to a deptn ' house Tuesday evening about seven United States who will this winter- with anjaw
Phone, 9 J.
old, suppurating sore.
mal would drink. In this noisome
of 250 feet where a heavy stratum of o'clock with an
dead trerms and other mis"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
ugly cut in his head
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
" l""u
"'' place, sour with the smell of decaying Leave
water was encountered which rapidly-raise- near the base of the skull. The man cellaneous filth with
the canned food
s
man "turning" four tons of tomatoes, festoons of dusty cobwebs
elderly
to within eight feet of the sur- had in some
eat.
8:10
to
a.
m.,
connect 'w.th No. 0
way fallen into the pit they
sliced apples who suffered from a and platters of flying machine oil fell
face. The well was tested with a sand
westbound and No. 10 east'oound.
You should know that the contents
and had struck his head on some
sore on nose and lip which he into the open cans.
D ,
chron'c
bucket but the quantity could not be
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at. 12:10
sharp projectile which had rendered cf the can you open for your table (called "the erysipelas."
one of the largest bean
Heside
reduced.
PHYSICIAN
and
hands
the
m.
SURGEON,
P.
have
through
him unconscious. When found
passed
his may
saw the head sheds in New York state
At another place
saw a
In drilling the well five stratas of
of women and children living in such shawls of three alien' women
Leave banta Fe at 3:30 p. m. to Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
manure
20 feet high and
only
water were found. The first stratum hands were firmly locked behind his a
heap
gigantic
I
myself, as half
place as this where
such sores as would "id feet long, oozing offensive fumes connect with No. 1 westbound and No
door to WelLs Fargo Kx.
concealing
was struck at 117 feet; the second, 7j head, indicating that he had suffered "Mamie
Riley," lived a little while, be
intense pain. How long the man had
in a lazar house.
eastbound.
that enervated the 200 to :!m women
startling
feet; the third, 100 feet; the fourth,
PHONE
sins."
"for
my
One town constable told me that and children working within :io feet,
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m Residence Palace Hotel.
1:17 feet. From this point the drilling lain there before he was found could
women slept in a sordid eight-foo- t
Four
not
be
must
it
but
have
Leave
he "had known hogpens kept cleaner"
Santa Fe at C:20 p. m. to co
learned,
At two apple evaporating plants
was through malpais rock until the
Phone Main 68.
cell, one of a score or more in than the local cannery shacks
where saw tons of
fifth stratum was encountered at 24,S been for an hour or more. He was a
apples lying nect with No. 7 westbouni and No. 4
A curtain of soil- shack.
low
ong,
last summer 2S out of 40 children in open lofts, black with swarms of eastbound
feet, just below the rock formation, "relnal1 0,1 til(' '"'st o18"'"'1 "u was ed
ticking was hung between the were stricken with an unidentified feasting stable Hies and
us oostlcr for the present. He
So rapidly did the water come into!actin
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:3a
trampled by
a
bunks, cutting off what ventilation
skin disease. From this colony the shovelers with muddy shoes. In half p. m.
the hole that the last stratum was was given temporary treatment here small
The air
made
window
possible.
Is Going to Practice With
saw the
Leave Santa Fe at S:50 p. hi. to cou
punctured only two feet. All other and taken to Albuquerque on train tasted, and crawling ;things oozed local town clerk railroaded several a dozen establishments
cases of "poor mans sore eyes, (factory floors greasy with rotting nect with No, S eastbound and No.
He had
DR. R. H. MILLER.
stratas were cased off. Columbus No. 10 Wednesday morning.
walls
and
bunks.
the
name for filth refuse ground to muck.
which is another
not yet gained consciousness sufii- from
.
Courier.
westbound.
,
Obstetric.
Specialty
VeIn the next room, the "homo" of
EDITOR'S NOTE Miss
O'Reilly
arrive at Santa F?, 11: SO Office, 15 Grant Ave., Santa Fe.
ciently to relate how the accident ronica Pale and her family, an oil 'ophthalmia. And this factory's small- Returning,
est
AN ASSURED PROJECT.
herself, though a woman of remark- p. m.
had occurred. It was believed that ' stove tainted the
pack is 100,000 cans.
stagnant air and a; I daily
saw the great cellar space of a ably strong physique, was made ill
The Retailers association devoted a he had suffered an injury of the
cin-of- J
Passengers for the Belen
NOTICE FOR
animate'
of
clothes,
pitiable array
well known
factory awash with a by working in the can factories and and Pecos Valley points shouii now
laige part of the mectiiig last even- - cpine.- - Gallup Independent.
with insect life, covered the walls.
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 ai
Department of he Interior. U. S
There was a child's pallet in the cor-- ,
heretofore. Connection leaves Albu Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M., Oct.
ner, and a litter of straw, where hus-- '
querque at 7:53 p. m. Instead of 2:2( 2!, 1912.
band and wife slept.
-.Notice is hereby fdveu that Geor;J
a. m.
"You see, it is a poor place,";
S. Tweedy, of Santa Fe, X. M., who,
little
Veronica,
knowing,
apologized
on February i:, l'jfls, made HomeD. & h. G. Ry.
however, that the dim light and moist
stead Ktitry Xo. 025
for NE
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cul- a. m. for north.
a
10:05
box
the
breathless
made
heat
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SH
For those ills peculiar to women Dr. Pierce
Any sore that Is obstinate or slow in healing should cause suspicion ano
XE
Lots 2 and 4,
ru. from north
Arrive
4:20
"Hut
for
this"
bacteria.
p.
chamber
,ture
put the sufferer on guard. Many an ulcer which could have been cured if
Section :!. Township 10 X., Range 3
recommends his "Favorite Prescription" as
her accusing eye swept the filthy
it had been properly treated, in time, has been allowed to remain open unL, X. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
NEW
be
not
This
RY
MEXI.O
cantonment
would'
CENTRAL
pertil it became infected with some degenerate poison from the outside which
of
intention to make three-yea- r
Final
lieave 12:15 pmitted in Poland."
connects Tlth Proof. 10 establish claim to
made it a malignant, eating- - sore. Most old sores come from an
the lar.'t
impure
No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
Water for washing clothes or per-- ;
and polluted condition of the blood and can be healed if the circulation is
above described, before Register or
Arrive 4: IS p. m. with connection!
A medicii.e prepared by regular prvaduated physician of unuscleansed aivd purified of the predisposing cause. To attempt to cure a eon was hard to obtain in nearly all
Receiver, t'. S. Land Ofliee, at SanU
ual
in
car-i
u:
from
'a
3
woman
No.
ceases
it
to
be
had
experience trentinff
east.
chronic ulcer with salves, washes, lotions, etc. is trifling with what
the camps. Often
cnrcfnlly ltdupted
X. ,M on the llth day of Decemmay
in
to
work
the
wkh
most
delicate
feminine constitution.
harmony
become a seiious condition. S. S. S. heals chronic ulcers in a
ried from a long distance. Toilet
1H2.
ber,
perfectly
All medicine de::!;'rs have sr!d if, with satisfaction to cusIt will not pay you to waste your
natural way. It goes down into the blood and removes the impurities and facilities were outrageous and iude- ED
Claimant names as witnesses:
tomers
the
for
4J
now
It
o.Stair.alde
h
in
or
ycass.
pant
was
a
not
time
liquid
rncleanliness
out
luorwa matters whica are the means of keeping the scribable.
your lepal forms
writing
Chas. A. Siringo, Samuel Fai'o:.
sugar-coate- d
tablet form at the dn: store or send COone-cewhen you can get them already print- Wm. Thomas, Benito
place open; then the sore is bound to heal. Not only matter of choice. It was impossible
for a trial box, to liLt.'.a'io.
sttmps
Romero, all ol
does S. S. S. cleanse the circulation but it restores its to keep clean.
ed at the New Mexican
Printiug Santa Fe, X. M.
Every iroman may write f'jl'.y unrl ccifiVlertially to D. Pierce,
Is it any wonder that from such
Invalids' Hotel and Suririra! InMiiuto,
healing powers, and aids in promoting the necessary
N. Y., and miiy be
'Jompany.
MANTEL U. OTERO.
sure that her case will
careful, eoniiH.'nt.'ous. confijemi.1
.
qualities for good health. S. S. S. builds new flesh fluarters the workers went into thei
Regisb-rconsideration, and that experienced medkal advice wiil be given
tissue from the bottom of the ulcer to the outer skin factories day after day illnourished
Subscribe for the Santa Y- New
to her absolutely free.
and makes a permanent cure. Book on Sores and Ulcers and medical
and verminous, victims of coughs and
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
Work for the New Mexican. It is
free to all who write and request same.
Dr. Pierce' Pleasant Pellets rcrulats and
the time and works for the upbuild- working for. you, for Santa Fe and
colds, often suffering from contagious
.
and bowel. Sugar coated, tiny granules easy to take as candy.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC C0 ATLANTA. CA.
ing of our new State.
organic and skin diseases, to handle
the new state.
BIG LAND DEAL.
Mr. W. B. Poole, of Logan,
recently purchased 200 acres

Kan.,
of alfalfa land lying four miles north of
Artesia from 55. P. White & Sons and
J. A. Boyd, the price of the tract bewas made
The sale
ing $25,000.
through the Pecos Valley Sales company, of which .1. W. Shnell is president. This makes a total of over
$100,000 worth of land sold around Artesia in the past thirty days. Artesia
Advocate.
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attor-Genera-

Phone 4.

11

Some city genius is

going 10 rr w
cover some kind or
fan that won't cost

4T

i

Children

i

and won't
money flare-bachave any

F. ANDREWS

urinary

Should Have Good Light for Studying

k.

"The City"

A poor light strains the eyes, and the injurious effects may
last for life. An oil lamp is best. The light from the Rayo
Lamp is soft and mellow. You can read or work under it
for hours without hurting your eyes.

Phone 4.

The RAYO is constructed scientifically.
best lamp made yet inexpensive

I

The

Market

made

of

solid

It

nickel plated.
chimney or

brass

lIp Lighted without removing
iS3jr
shade. Easy to clean and rewick.
'4DtBTP
'
styles and for all purposes.
Everywhere

j

various

Mhfcfe in

Dealer

,

s

the

i

--

''

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY

EVERYTHING THERE IS TO EAT

Denver. Piwbio, Atbuquertiua.- utle. Boise, Salt Lake City.
Cbeyenne.

.

.

-

Groceries, Meats, Vegetables,
Kinds.
Sakerv Goods of
NEW FIGS, NUTS, DATES, ETC., ETC.

,:
:

1
4

i

nnM'TI
UUli

1

Cf&DnCT

lyilULl

THE TABLE DECORATED
'

Phone 4.

W

!

your thanksgiving dinnlr is

I

NOT COMPLETE

UNLESS YOU HAVE

Order

ITH FLOWERS.

to-da-

from

GARDEN
CLARENDON
THE tlur.
Mill
Block
Kilsl Old

Miftliel

t'liuu-h-

.

good day's work when he has read
and answered a diien letters or two a
day should take a peep at the desk
This morning
The canvassing
board, consisting of Secretary l.ucc ro.
of (iovernor .McDonald, Secretary of it 'was covered with correspondence a
State Lucero and Chief Justice Rob- foot, deep. "My .morning mail over
erts, met this morning in the oUlce; 100 letters," explained the secretary,
;of the secretary to canvass the re-- , in he plunged into the correspondence.
turns of the recent election, as all Friends of the secretary who are dellie precincts have been heard from. sirous of seeing him live out his term
'chief Clerk Adolph P. Hill and his of office will likely usjt the legislature
arsistanis .have worked like Trojans to provide more stenographic aid to
on these returns and shortly after the hard working official.
"trial
.11 o'clock they had llie dual
Postmaster Pflueger received the
balance" ready, showing the total following statement from the ifostoflice
vole polled for congressman to be' department in Washington:
l
returns are! "The parcels post law which be-- i
The
published in the first page of this is- conies effective January I, 111 13, pro-- ; New Mexican office.
sue. shoving the vote by counties. It, vides: That hereafter fourth-clasmail
"Always just ahead of the other
will; matter shall embrace all other matter-- :
is believed that these figures
That is the general verdict givprove the official ones, too.
and
factory products,: en to John I'llueger. the shoe man.
including farm
in
law
GET BIG CHECK.
either: Never
not now embraced by
asleep at the switch, but
The largest check yet received by, the first, second or third class, not,
to the interests of
ithe state corporation commission as; exceeding eleven pounds in weight,!
you and your purse when it conies
a fee for certificate of renewal of a nor greater in size than seventy-twto shoes.
cqiporation doing business in ..this tnchqs in length and girth combined,
It's a Vitagraph When California
for
wots
iii
to
state came this morning and
form or kind likely
nor
injure was
young, t's at the iOlks'.
ColoThe sender was the
SHi::i.li!.
the person of any postal employee or
Pads on good paper
Memorandum
rado Fuel and Iron Company of Colo- damage the mail equipment or other
at Tess than the cost of the paper at
rado, which has an office nt f'iorro, X. '.nail matter and not of a character,
10 pounds
the New Mexican office.
M. Its capitalization is $ tii.iiiu.mio.
perishable within a period reasonably for Do cents.
do-:
and
ALLEGED ROBBER.
required for transportation
Insure With Hayward and Rest ConThe mounted police have received livery.
tent.
a report that Klden Hill, alias Windy
"For Hie purpose of carrying this, He Liked Santa Fe Because he
Hill, has been arrested by .Mounted Po- low into effect the I'nited States is. liked Santa
Fe, the city of the open
Ikenian Henry at Helen on the charge divided into .ones with different rates
gate, and possessor of peerless skies
of robbery said to have been com- of postage applicable to.
and bracing air, Lyman Piiinam, a
milled at .Mountainair
railroad man of prominence, came
ANTOISTS ARE MINDFUL.
f ll the way from St. Louis to
LAND LAW ADVOCATED.
spend
Slate Secretary Antonio Lucero said!
Thanksgiving here with Prof, and' 'Mrs.
J. V. Conway, his relatives. Mr.. Puttoday that the autoists or Xew MexSpokane, Wash., Xov. 29. A law; nam leaves
ico are sending in their applications,
today for his home,' but
the
final
settlement
for
by
for a state license and that fully S00; providing
is going to spend a fortMrs.
Putnam
land
court
of
States
United
public
have complied with the law in this'
night.
is
an;
claims in which the government
Manicure Tools, cuticle and nail
respect. In certain places, including interested
party, was endorsed today'
1.hs Vegas, it seemed as hough the;
scissors,
orange wood sticks, polishAmerican
the
congress.
choo-chomen intended to contest the by
the
best
ers,
quality. .Zook's Pharrecord
on
as'
went
' '',''.
legality of the requirement but theyj The congres7
)'
macy.
of
the
the
retention'
present
favoring
to
it and,
have withdrawn opposition
is a
Memorial
There
Service
That
zinc.
on
and
lead
en-Among
:
day duty
are sending letters "with chocks
the cities that have asked for the next beautiful feature connected with the
closed."
session of th congress are Denver. Klks' order, and it is not a convivial
100 LETTERS A DAY.
The man who feels he has done a Suit Lake City and Helena, Montana. function, but one to remind the world

OFFICIAL MEWS.

;.:!.

:

at

0J

KM

I

s.

;

.

Grocery, Bakery

Phl

29, 1912.

that Klka remember their dear dead! A BIRD'S NEST CAUSED DEATH.
.
,
.
.
Mount Zion. 111.. Xov. 29. A last
.i.i
l"c summersuepanea. uwy a rew uays
- birds
nest caused the
of hanta le expreBBd rej archbishop
.pnth8 heye mvy today of Honry
hronlst like AleX' Onntt oi.i
i.tu
erpt Hint a nhiliinl
m.-- tiou
i.lr..Hu
O
II
IH. O
llltl U'itV. 'VUa
j
THE WEATHER.
for-- , a
flue (and when a gas Btove
been
have
should
McDonald
under
chimney
.1
Xo v. '20. For
Santa
was lighted in the couple's bedroom
gotten in less than three years artel'
A New .kxk', tonight and Satur- tlie lumen wore forced back and they
S day 1'nir. Xot much change in N his death as is shown by a photo of
were
asphyxiated. Scott was 4
V If
the neglected grave, his last resting
inperatiire.
old
and his wife was six years
years
place, in the Klyondike. That the iiis senior.
Qf
the departed
Elks are mindful
IN TELEPHONING
brethren who have shared with them
The New Mexican, If your business the work of benevolence toward the
is about advertising, subscriptions or
meAy and protoctjon to the oppressed
iojb work, pier.se call up "41 w.
if;8allta Ff. win asCerta!ii Sunday at the
DISCHARGES
you wish to speak to the editor or give ;;u,t.mor,a, wrvlce he!d in the Elks'
RELIEVED IN 1
"31
J.
news,
please phone
?ny
'theatre at :: p. m. A tine program has
24 HOURS
..'been arranged. , The Kpiscopal church
.
;
Wf T"' E!" " "ayWf.d, ""'Vchoir. directed by L. C. Hall, will Ungl
Kac-Can- - S
J
"l
silk! hears (MIOYjJ
r
llrother
geveral classical selections,
..v
n.
t
Don
miss
tcnignt.
P.
a gifted speaker, will
trwttr' vf roanierrll
unaerwear oi ine most serviceauiey deliverMcNulty,
the "Recitation" and Attorney
A I.I. li:t
kind at prices that will make
u;lsTs j
you1 Vkiudius J.
who has been heard
Xeis,
think at Adolf Seligman's.
on more than one occasion, will de
Get the best results from your
liver the
on "Our Departed
careful diagnosis. Have your Brothers." eulogy
The public is invited to
prescriptions filled at Zook's.
attend the services, and the Klks will FROM THIS DATE ON
Any cne desiring to rent a nice deem it a favor if the public will join
five room adobe house with all modern
with tliein in remembering' their
improvements, and also baru for dearly departed. All Klks in the
My Line of Made
horse, cow and buggy, will do well to whether members of the local city,
a Big
Be Sold
Will
lodge
see Prof. .1. A. Wood at once. Rent
or visiting here, are requested to bet
'it.
to
the
party.
Discount
cheap
at the Klks' home at I!:.'in p. m. SunElegantly Fun..i.::d Rooms Tor rent. day and thence proceed in a body to
The llnest rooms in t..e city, having the Klks' theatre.
Ostrich Plumes in delicate shades
electric light, steam lit. at und bathe.
at cost. Black Plumes at a
Rubber that is Right Our rubber
The European Hotel, centrally loto
be
large discount.
absolutely
cated. State Progressive Headquart goods guaranteed
right, in every respect. See our spe-ers ih the hotel.
Salt Bricks for your Horse and cial hot water bag, guaranteed for
two years. Zook's Pharmacy.
Cow at GOEBELS.
Two good conielies hv biogrnph ar
Colorado
Get
License Another
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA.
cctiple applied for a marriage license the Elks' tonight. It's a laugh.
here today. They gave their names
as C. C. Davis and Miss Lulu Johnson, and their residence nt ..Ilonanza,
It has become quite fash-i- (
Colorado.
nable for Colorado lovers to come
to Santa Fe to wed.
Scratch Pads of all descriptions- and
all qualities, 10 pounds for .10 cents.

LOCAL ITEMS.

ment pros cuuir then showed that in!
1IM13 these linns went into bankruptcy and that the International Harvest-- j
er company purchased their assets at
a low lijjuiv.

PRICES FIXED HE ALLEGES.
Uucano, 111., .May 2!'. Attorney Eil-v- .
l
in P. Cirosvt'iior, assistant to
Wirkershnin today in the
government's suit to dissolve the international Harvester Company of
America, drew from reports of the
sales committee of the company alleged evidence of price lixins and
price cnttins. .Mr. (li jsvenor brought
at
out that the chief competitors
at
which these tactics were 'aTlned
one period, were the .Minnie Harvester company of Minneapolis, and its
subsidiary, th" American Crass Twine
company of St. Vanl. The govern
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Flower Stand with the Modern Grocery Company.
RV. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone 12.
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Your THANKSGIVING TURKEY is Roasted in a

Monarch Malleable Range
you may depend upon it that, with ordinary care, itwill be perfectly cooked
Call and see this dependable
There are no "ifs" about a
Do your
MONARCH.
part 'range. Allow us to show to
will
and the MONARCH
your satisfaction tnat ine
MONARCH will save you
surely respond to your evtime, money and labor and
ery wish. It's action is quick
it's results splendid it's
give splendidly satisfactory
for many, many
service
operation easy and

years.

I

j

Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

W

SANTA FE HARDWARE

SUPPLY CO.

1

CHRISTMAS

BUYING DAYS
to Give " dissolves upon entering

this store full of desirable gifts.
THE will find here the gifts you will recognize as just the thing, and at just the right price. The standard of
quality maintained here is known to all, and gifts purchased here are certain to please. Permit us to suggest, early
shopping. It insures you a larger stock, a better selection, and a service that cannot be equalen later on.
EXASPERATING DOUBT of

"What

Girls Like Sweaters.

Hosiery
Elegant
That

m

GLOVES ARE EXCELLENT GIFTS
Wooi
$.25to$.65
65 to 1.25
Silk
1.25 to 3.00
Kid

proves delightful gifts. An
more
Garment
There is scarcely any
exceptionally, fine line of all desirable
often worn, and if you give her a pret- kinds Cotton Silk, Wool, all priced
GTinTWPAR
reasonably.
Y
,
ty one select it here. It will prove a very
C-- r
kinds of rootwear to keep
C'
Many
fill
I
.UU
IU
pleasant reminder of you.
your feet warm and dry.

$1.50 to $3.50

Coats

& Wool
-

Dresses

for the Girls.

FURS
Make

all Ideal

Suits and Overcoats
t

CO
rA iA
kC dofc?
LO PAD
C15
O.OU

WE ARE REDY

1

for the Boys.

ffj

tftriSIIHaS Ull

"A

yJQ,

5GS

Are always welcome as presents.

caps
stocking
Good comry otockmg Laps to keep
,

c
childrens ears rrom
Jack rrost.

coats
mackjnaw
We don't want
to overlook
you

these new coats. Ask us to show them
to yu kuv or not. The very latest
thing in the market for Men, Women

and Misses.

In Every Detail for the Host of Christmas Shoppers, ready with the most brilliant gathering of Christmas Merchandise
ever brought to this city. READY WITH A WARMTH OF WELCOME AND A GENEROUS SUPPLY OF THE JOYOUS CHRISTMAS SPIRIT. WHY DON'T YOU COME AND GET YOUR SHARE?
You are surely welcome whether you come to buy or just to look.

THE CHRISTMAS GIFT STORE

N. SALMON
IT

i

THE CHRISTMAS GIFT STORE

i

